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Blankenship
receives high
honor at
conference

Semi wreck injures near Midway

Staff Report
Calloway County's commonwealth attorney was one
of two Kentucky prosecutors
to be named Outstanding Commonwealth Attorney Thursday
during Thursday's annual Kentucky Prosecutors Conference in
Louisville.
Mark Blankenship, who
serves
Kentucky's 42nd
Judicial Circuit that also
includes Marshall County,
received
the
honor
along
with
Karen
Blankenship Blonde11, who
is the 44th Circuit's prosecutor for Bell County.
A native of Murray, Blankenship has been in his current
position since Oct. 2008, when
he was appointed by then-Gov.
Steve Beshear. He was re-elected to a six-year term in November 2012.
Blankenship graduated from
,311C
Murray State University in ...ssedaiwilled123.11.1.11111111611111106;'111111MOSIZOMIENZMOPPIMINIE,P1
1974 and from the University of
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger &'Times
Louisville's Louis D. Brandeis A semi-tractor trailer rig Is shown Thursday morning where It came to rest In a ditch along U.S. 641 Just south of Midway. The wreck occurred at
School of Law in 1979. He has about 2:30, resulting In lust one minor Injury.
been a practicing attorney since
By JOHN WRIGHT
er were traveling north on 641 when the rig back on the road and went ahead and over- Shetterly of Taylors, South Carolina. A secthen and was assistant commoniwrig ht@ murrayledger.corn
left the roadway and overturned in a ditch turned.
ond person who was the passenger in the
wealth attorney from 1982 to
along the northbound lane. Palmer said the
"That stretch of the road is fairly narrow, cab was not identified. Palmer said it was
1987.
One person received what were reported truck was hauling 40,000 pounds of dry so it would be easy to come off the side. the passenger who was injured and was takAccording to Ledger & as minor injuries early Thursday morning rice toward an unknown location in Murray Plus, as wet as the
ground is right now, you en to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by
Times archives, Blankenship when a semi tractor trailer crashed on U.S. when the crash happened.
get off on the side like that at all, it's not a unit with the Murray-Calloway County
was an associate and partner in 641 just south of the Calloway County com"It was just tin accident, nothing more," going to hold up under all of that weight.
Ambulance Service.
the law firm Hughes, Gregory, munity of Midway.
said Palmer, who was among the many
"He didn't have a chance," Palmer add"The biggest problem we really faced
Easley, Blankenship and CourtCalloway County Sheriff's Office Pub- emergency personnel to respond to the ed."If this is (the summer of 2012 when the was with the trailer. We had to unload every
ney. He established his practice lic Affairs Officer Richard Palmer said that scene. "The driver told me the right wheels ground was much more stable
from a severe bit of it, and that took quite a while," Palmer
in 1997.•
the wreck occurred at about 2:30 a.m. The of the truck just dropped off the right side, drought), he probably would've been fine."
Freightliner cab and its accompanying trail- and when that happened, he couldn't get it
Palmer identified the driver as James P.
*See MIDWAY crash Page 5A
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Fall segment of Murray Police Department
Citizens Police Academy starts Sept. 12
By JOHN WRIGHT
iwrig ht@ mu rrayledg er.com

real personal connection we want to have(with
the students), and that allows them to learn
more as well."
With momentum built after a successful
This marks the 10th year for MPD to host
spring class, the Murray Police Department is this course, which is designed to give the corngetting set for its fall installment of its biannual munity a better understanding of what it is like
Citizens Police Academy.
to be a police officer in Murray. This includes
The next class starts Sept. 12, and MPD visits to such facilities as the Calloway County
Public Information Officer Sgt. Brant Shutt Jail and Calloway County Judicial Building, as
said that he already had a couple of people sub- well as MPD's headquarters. A visit to the firetnit their applications to be part of it.
arms range MPD uses is also part of the course.
"I'm also talking to a few others as well,
"It seems to differ from person to person
so I think the interest is good," said Shutt, when it comes to what they find as their favor.
who said that while he would welcome a large ite thing because this does cover a wide van number of students,that really is not what he is ety of things, hopefully all of which (students)
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger ik Times
seeking with this course.
will find interesting," Shutt said."We do have A participant In the Citizens Police Academy Is shown receiv"If we get between seven and 10, that's a some who find the range to be the most enjoy- ing assistance during a visit to the firearms range. Range work
solid group for us. We don't want it to be too
Is one of eight sessions included for the fall Installment of the
big because you start taking away from that
x•• See CITIZENS academy Page 3A academy that begins Sept. 12.

MSU AD Ward speaks at Rotary Club MCCH prepares to offers video
By Tyler Dixon
tdixon@murrayledger com
Murray State Director of Athletic Allen
Ward made a stop at the Rotary Club of Murray Thursday to give an update on the current
state of the athletics program at the university.
Ward mostly discussed football, but he also
gave those in attendance a preview of upcoming games for the Racers.
Murray State football hits the field Sept. 3
at the University of Illinois, and Ward said he's
excited for the final year of senior quarterback

KD Humphries along with the coaching staff
in their second season.
"We got Mitch Stewart, a guy that loves
this place, that loves Murray State, loves Murray, Kentucky," he said. "He's building a program the right way with good kids, which I
don't know what else we could ask for."
Ward made clear the importance of the student in "student-athlete" during his speech.
"People forget we are students first and
foremost here," he said. "We're not athletes;
)0. See WARD Page 2A

remote translation services
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwrIght@murrayledger com
When treating patients, Murray-Calloway County Hospital personnel know the
value of solid communication.
This is the only way for the patient to be able to tell them what really matters, how
good or bad they are feeling at the time. Instruments and measurements,even blood
work can reveal valuable information,but those cannot actually speak for the patient
when it comes to things like how much pain is being felt, is dizziness present or does
)See MCCH Page 2A
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Murray City.Council moves forward to keep same tax rate
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Daily Forecast
Today: A 30 percent

phance of showers and
Panty
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
139. Calm wind becoming
east around 5 mph in the

kftemoon.
; Tonight: A 20 percent
phance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a low around
72. East northeast wind 3
to 5 mph.
Saturday: A 50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near
89. East southeast wind 3
to 5 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
72. Light east wind.
Sunday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near 89.
Light and variable wind
becoming east around 5

•WARD
From front
we are students first. We're
students that happen to be athletes, and pretty good at it."
Murray State athletes had
a grade-point average of 3.11
last year, while the average
student GPA was 2.89.
Ward said they had a instate graduation rate of 86 percent, but he won't be satisfied
until that number reaches 100
percent.
The university doesn't always get its way when it comes
to athletes graduating, as some
have gone on to have professional careers:
"When they come in here, I
want to make sure they graduate," he said. "Sometimes, I
don't have control over that."
Cameron Payne and Isaiah
Cannon have careers in the
NBA, while Walter Powell
plays for the Buffalo Bills.
Powell returned to Murray
in May for graduation, and
Murray State President Bob
Davies said Payne has committed to coming back to the
university for his degree.
"It's a message I send to my
coaches and they send to their
student-athletes," Ward said.
"They genuinely care about
these kids and their academic
endeavors and graduating."
Ward said only a small
amount of college athletes

mph in the morning.
Sunday Night: A slight
chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Partly
cloudy, with a low around
72. East northeast wind 3
to 5 mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny,
with a high near 88. East
northeast wind 3 to 5
mph.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
72. Northeast wind 3 to 5
mph.
Tuesday: A slight
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
88. Light and variable
wind becoming north
around 6 mph in the afternoon.
Tuesday Night: A
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 71. North northeast wind around 6 mph.
Wednesday: A slight
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
88. Northeast wind 5 to
7 mph becoming north
northwest in the afternoon.

By Tyler Dixon
tdixona murraytecigercorn
The Murray City Council on
Thursday took a step forward in
keeping its same tax rate for the
city for the next fiscal year.
Murray Director of Finance
Luke Crawford, during a Personnel and Finance Committee
meeting, gave a recommendation to keep the tax rate the same
but the council would have to
schedule a public hearing because the rate they are receiving

will be above the compensating
rate.
The tax rate for real and tangible property will remain 42
cents per $100 of property value
while the vehicle and watercraft
tax rate will remain 38 cents per
$100 of value.
Crawford said these rates
have stayed the same the past
several years.
From calendar year 2015 to
CY 2016, there was a property
tax receipt increase of $128,741.
During the meeting,represen-

the end of the meeting that he
left off his mayor's report. Rose
asked the council if they would
approve $5,000 to give to Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation for them to become
ADA-compliant.
Councilmember Jeremy Bell
said the money would be used
to be compliant with the mulch
along with sand and other things
used around the equipment. Bell
said the recent rain has washed
out much of the covering and it
needs to be replaced.•

move on to the professional ranks, so it's important for
them to get their degree.
JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times photos
Murray State women's socJosh McKeel,(top) pictured right
Principal
Southwest
FLIGHT:
OF
GIFT
WITH
BIRTHDAY
PRINCIPAL
CELEBRATES
cer has its home-opener today
against Chattanooga, while with flaming hair, celebrated his 38th birthday in style Thursday evening by taking a ride in a helicopter with pilot and
volleyball is on the road at the former student, Scott Aldridge, left, whose daughter Hollyn attends first grade at Southwest. The two met up at Kyle
IPFW Invitational against the Oakley field before taking a trip over to the school to show off for the students. All the kids at Southwest got a chance
host Indiana University-Pur- to get up close to the whiny-bird and ask Aldridge questions about the machine and flying. A long line of students
due University-Fort Wayne.
(bottom) wait to check out the helicopter which brought Southwest Principal Josh McKeet to the campus In style
Both teams are coming off
Thursday a couple hours before classes let out.
OVC regular-season titles, and
Wald said he's excited about
the future.
"If you watch the Olympics,
we have some pretty good volleyball ourselves," he said.
Ward was asked about upcoming projects for the department, and people seemed excited about what he had to say.
He said they are going to be
sending an request for proposal for a new central scoreboard
for the CFSB Center, and the
new scoreboard will hopefully be in place for the 2017-18
season.
Along with the scoreboard,
Ward said they are planning
a feasibility study for a new
athletics center because of the
issues they have had with offices being underneath Stewart
Stadium.
"That's not a good place to
be housed," he said.
Ward said they wanted the
PI I A!--;/. SAPPI.(1111 I Iii
new athletics center along with
United
an academic center and new
sports medicine area in a effort
Way.
to boost recruiting.'
I I'WAY 4 )1,11.4 I V

GPS device in stolen cigarette box leads
to arrest of two Maryland natives

HAGERSTOWN, Md.(AP) —
A GPS device inside a stolen carton
of cigarettes led to the arrest of two
robbery suspects in Maryland.
The Herald-Mail of Hagerstown
reports that 42-year-old Shawn Bullard and 45-year-old Warren SITOUSe
entered pleas this week in connection with the December 2015 rob-

•MCCH
front
From

Adorable 3 BR/2 BA home located on a quiet street
close to MSU campus in Murray! Home features
approx . 1.809 sq ft of living area including a large
great room with skylights, new replacement windows thmughout, updated kitchen appliances, and
washer & dryer induded A large partially finished
basement provides an excellent bonus or game
mom along grit an abundance of additional storage A large back deck with a fenced-in back yard
add to the exterior appeal . AILS 088227 $126.500.
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Jain
Lapperad
27P-193-3474

Miry
Wu**
2704034110

Spacious home with features to include
9'ceilings,transom windows, 3,6 acres
with a detached, well insulated garage/
workshop with electricity, concrete
floors, and a breaker box for all the
handyman tools. Very easy 6 mile drive
from town. MLS #80180 $154,000.

This three bedroom,two bath home is located
just minutes from Murray in Purdom Pewee.
Sitting on 72 acres, this home offers a great
open concept (loot plan inside and plenty of
yard outside. The kitchen offers ample cabinet
space, and a pantry u well_ Off the kitchen is
a great aim room, along with a formal dining
area. Well maintained, and move in ready!
MIS 0101125 1153.000
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tatives from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital were on hand
to discuss a possible refinancing
of a bond issues by the city of
Murray in 2007 for $25 million.
The city was an issuer for another bond in 2010 but the only the
2007 bond was discussed.
If the bond is approved for
refinancing, it would save approximately $1.7 million during
the next 20 years and $80,000
annually.
Murray Mayor Jack Rose
brought up another issue near

Spends
Rowland
270-293-1308

Itritimy
2711-2113-3224

27(1-73-1222

something feel "funny."
Now,MCCH,through a partnership with InDemand Interpreting, is taking a major step
in the quest to improve patient
communication for patients
who speak languages other than
English or may only be able to
speak via sign language. Video
remote interpreting technology
is coming to Murray to provide
immediate translation services
24 hours a day, seven days a
week.
"I remember a ease that came
(to MCCH)where we faced this
(with a non-English-speaking
patient). It was remarkably hard
to find a interpreter," said MCCH
Vice President of Patient Care
Services Jeff Eye of the case
that was received by the hospital's emergency department.
"They struggle with this a lot
(in the emergency department),
and there are times we just have
to call someone and hand the
phone to the patient. That takes
time away from getting down to
treating the patient."
MCCH Director of Planning
and Marketing Mealy Bray
said InDemand provides interpreters for 21 languages via vid-

bery of a Hagerstown store.
Hagerstown police say they had
placed GPS devices on the carton of
cigarettes with the store manager's
permission following a series of
robberies in November.
When the robbery occurred
the following month, the store
clerk offered one of the suspects

the box of cigarettes, which he
took. Police later located the
suspects after tracking the GPS
signal on the carton.
Bullard was sentenced to 12
years in prison with six years
suspended; Strouse was sentenced to 12 years with eight
years suspended.

eo in addition to American Sign
Language. She said more than
200 spoken languages will be
available via telephone.
"The system looks kind of
like an iPad (on a rolling cart)
and you have the patient speak
into it (or sign), and the program automatically translates
what is being said," Bray said,
adding that the VRI carts will
be stationed at MCCH's registration desk, Labor and Delivery, hospital-employed clinics,
the emergency department and
Spring Creek Health Care & Rehabilitation, which is owned by
MCCH.
"You don't want to be in a
hospital where you can't say
what is wrong with you. That's
a scary thing. Take Labor and
Delivery,for instance. You don't
want to be having a baby in a
place where people taking care
of you can't understand what
you're saying. That has to be a
scary thing."
Eye said arrangements are
being made to have units of the
Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service equipped with
this technology as well.
Hospital CEO Jerry Penner
said that having this technology
is very important for the facility,
especially with a heavy influx of

migrant workers from Mexico,
most of whom speak only Spanish, along with increasing numbers of international students at
Murray State University. MSU's
official website said that the university's enrollment includes
students from 59 foreign countries.
"You could have a situation
where a professor may be here
who is from a foreign country
and speaks English really well,
but the spouse may not. That's
what we've got to consider with
this," Penner said, remembering a situation he witnessed in
which a patient only spoke one
foreign language and was deaf.
"Then, we bring (the sign interpreter) in, and he can interpret
what the person is saying, but
the signer himself could not
talk in English. It was the most
amazing thing I've seen, but it
also called to the importance of
why we need (VRI)here. This is
a revolutionary change we are
making."
Community donors have
worked with the Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare
in funding the InDemand technology. For more information
about this new system, phone
the marketing office at 270-7621381. MI
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`Shantyboaf on journey to capture essence of life on river,
By DENNIS PILLION
&corn

Finally, Nankivell tugs the an- by listening.
chor line up and it pulls free, releas"People bring us fruit and veging the boat from its hold.
etables, bread, books, their family
FLORENCE, Ala. (AP) —
Because it's a shantyboat. Modes photos and old newspaper articles.
Smack dab in the middle of the and Nakivell have to celebrate im- The
outpouring of generosity we get
Tennessee River, between the O'Ne- mediately with shots of homemade when we travel
through these towns
al Bridge stretching from Muscle moonshine that someone gave them is
just so amazing."
Shoals into Florence and TVA's Wil- along the way. It just seems right.
Before this year's jaunt down the
son Dam, a recreated relic of river
Modes built Dotty from found Tennessee, Modes and his shantyhistory is stuck like a catfish on a materials about three years for his boat spent two
summers on the Misline, its anchor snagged on God only ongoing project"A Secret History of sissippi, starting
in Minnesota and
knows what at the bottom of the riv- American River People," in which working his way down through
St.
er.
he cruises along major rivers seek- Louis. This year, Modes started in
The shantyboat Dotty, a float- ing out local people who've lived Knoxville, Tenn., spent about three
ing art project crafted by Califor- large parts of their lives on the riv- weeks in Alabama and worked
his
nia-based artist Wes Modes, is late er and recording lengthy interviews way to Paducah,
Kentucky, where
for an open house at the Florence with them about the river lifestyle.
he just started a two-week exhibiHarbor Marina, and after 20 minThe interviews are sometimes tion.
utes of trying to navigate the anchor shown at exhibitions along the way,
When you're out on the water in
free, Modes and ship's mate Adrian likebrie earlier this month at Flor- a shantyboat in northern Alabama,
Nankivell are starting to wonder if ence's Kennedy-Douglas Center for the summer days are hot, the nights
they'll have to cut the line and figure the Arts, and he maintains an active are short and sleep can be elusive.
out where to buy a new anchor.
web site chronicling the journey
Modes said that when he's on the
Modes is working the 8-horse- (http://bitly/2bJ8idJ ).
water in between marinas, he usualpower Mercury motor for all it's
Sometimes the people he inter- ly waits to start cooking dinner until
worth, chugging against the current views even leave him gifts like the well after dark, 10 p.m. or so, when
to get the boat upstream of the an- moonshine, a six-pack of beer or an it finally starts to cool off a little. Firchor in hopes that it might detach official framed certificate from the ing up the shantyboat's two-burner
from whatever lies in the depths. non-existent National Association gas stove or small, foldable oven
Nankivell stands at the bow mirror- of Shantyboaters.
heats up the entire cabin. This year,
ing the direction of the anchor line
"People have been amazingly the shantyboat features screens over
with his outstretched arm as a guide generous with their stories," Modes the windows to allow for ventilation
for Modes as he maneuvers the boxy said. "Sometimes they thank me as without inundation by mosquitoes.
craft.
if I'm the one bringing them a gift •
vides insight that might counter gations.
some of the miscommunication
'Oct. 3: Crime Scene Investhey may read about or watch tigation.
From front
(through the'national media).
'Oct. 10: Traffic Operations
able part but, at the same time,
"You have a situation where and Polygraph.
we'll have others who find the something has happened and
*Oct. 17: A tour of Calloway
crime investigating session to be we can't talk about it because County Jail and procedures at
the most fun. it just varies."
we are following what we have the jail.
One thing Shutt and MPD been told to do. Meanwhile,
*Oct. 24: Courtroom Procehope this course can do is others don't have those rules to dure.
change opiniuns when it comes follow, and they can talk about
*Oct. 29: Scene shifts to the
to how police in general are it if they want, and people look training ground for a day at the
viewed these days. Nationally, at us funny for not talking more. firing range and a demonstration
law enforcement seems to be un- That's one of the things we hope with MPD's K-9 unit.
der attack in the wake of several comes out of this academy, is
A Use of Force session and
incidents where officers took ac- more of an understanding of the graduation ceremony will
tions being questioned by others why we have to do what we do." follow on Nov. 1; the change is
or where officers were basically
The course meets at 6:30 being made because of Hallowtargeted and,in some cases, died p.m. on Mondays inside the city een the previous night.
from assailants' bullets.
council chambers of Murray
Applications can be obtained
"We know we have the sup- City Hall at 104 N. Fifth St., and in two ways. Anyone wishing to
port of this community, but it's Shutt said each class should last be part of this course can visit
still great to see that we still do about two hours.
the MPD headquarters at 407
have that support, which is why
An introductory session be- Poplar St. and pick up an appliwe want to be able to interact gins the course on Sept. 12. The cation in person. Applications
with everyone that attends as scheduled sessions of the class can also be obtained online,then
much as we can," Shutt said. are:
brought to the headquarters.
"With an in-person setting like
•Sept. 19: 911 CommunicaFor more information, phone
this, they see things they don't tions.
MPD at 270-753-1621.M
know about, and it also pro•Sept. 26: Narcotics Investi-

MIS

• b. .1 M.

Associated Press photo
In this Aug. 8, 2016 photo, the shantyboat Dotty, built by California-based artist Wes
Modes, sits parked at the Florence Harbor Marina in Florence, Ala. Smack dab in
the middle of the Tennessee River near Muscle Shoals, Alabama, a recreated relic of
river history is stuck like a catfish on a line, its anchor snagged on God only knows
what at the bottom of the river. The shantyboat Dotty is a floating art project crafted
by California-based artist Wes Modes.

•CITIZEN
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Soldier caught after shots fired at Fort Campbell
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Staff Report
A Fort Campbell soldier
was apprehended Thursday afternoon by military police who
responded to a shots fired report at the post near Campbell
Army Airfield.
According to the Fort
Campbell Facebook page, the
soldier allegedly entered Hangar 8 on the airfield at about
11:30 a.m. and fired two shots.
Installation law enforcement
was notified and immediately
responded. The soldier fled the
hangar in his privately owned
vehicle, and law enforcement
pursued.
During the pursuit, the soldier allegedly hit another ye-

hide, but was able to continue
his flight to his on-post residence. He attempted to leave
his vehicle and flee on foot, but
was subdued by law enforcement and taken into custody.
Upon searching the vehicle,
officers discovered additional
weapons and ammunition. The
motive for the shooting is unknown, but the investigation is
ongoing. The soldier remains
in the custody of the Army
Criminal Investigative Division on post.
No injuries were reported in
this incident, which lasted 30
minutes. However, installation
entry gates were temporarily
secured and reopened once the

soldier was apprehended.
"We consistently train for
myriad situations and contingencies," said Brig. Gen. Scott
E. Brower, the 101st Airborne
Division acting senior commander. "This type training
also extends to our civilian
workforce so that they will
also be ready to respond at any
given time.
"Today, that was tangibly
demonstrated by our law enforcement officials and workers within the incident scene.
The potential for tragedy was
there, but due to the rapid response and readiness of everyone involved, a tragedy was
successfully averted."•

Advisory: 1-24 to close briefly Tuesday
Special to the Ledger
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative (WKRECC)
plans to block traffic on a section of Interstate 24 in Marshall
County in the early morning
hours of Tuesday.
West Kentucky Rural Electric plans to close 1-24 for about
one hour starting at 4- a.m.
Tuesday to allow relocation of
a power transmission line near
the 26 mile marker in Marshall
County. This is in the existing
work zone along 1-24 between

Be Informed

the Exit 25 intekhange and the
Exit 27 interchange at Calvert
City. This closure is for both
eastbound and westbound traffic.
Traffic will be detoured
around the closure point via
U.S.62 and the Purchase Parkway. WKRECC anticipates no
power outages as a result of
this transmission line move.
Kentucky State Police and
other law enforcement agencies will assist with traffic control during the closure. Vari-

able message boards will
provide instructions for motorists as they approach this closure point.
Motorists should be alert for
slowing and stopped traffic as
they approach the closure point
on Tuesday morning.
This brief closure of 1-24
is part of ongoing utility relocation work for reconstruction
of the interchange at Calvert
City to allow Interstate 69 to be
extended southward along the
parkway in the future.•
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CCPL to present family concert
The Calloway County Public Library will
present a family concert featuring award-winning musician and author Jim Gill at 4 p.m.Sunday,Aug.28,in the library's meeting room.This
concert will officially launch the 1,000 Books
Before Kindergarten program. The concert will
feature songs from Gill's newest CD "Vote for
Jim Gill!" The event is free of charge and no
Martha
registration or tickets will be required. The confinney Andrus, cert will best be enjoyed by children from birth
Community editor to 8 years old accompanied by an adult. For
more information, contact Sandy Linn at 270'753-2288.

Photo provided
MWC ZETA DEPT.: The
Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
on Aug. 11 with Murray
Woman's Club President
Evelyn Wallis as the guest
speaker. The next department meeting will be at 2
p.m. Sept. 8. Pictured from
left are Wallis with hostesses Thelma Bailey and Dot
McNabb.

MES SBDM Council to meet
The Murray Elementary School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet at 3 p.m. Monday, Aug. 29, in the library. All
interested are invited to attend.

MWC board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. Monday, Aug. 29, at the club house. Please note the
change of date. President Evelyn Wallis urges all board members to
attend.

CUBS to meet Wednesday
CUBS (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will meet at noon
Wednesday, Aug. 31, at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The new
updated Quick Reference Directories will be ready for distribution.
Speakers will be Dr. Adrienne King, vice president for university
advancement at Murray State University; Susan Burkeen,coordinator for the Wellness Consortium and Obesity Task Force; and Anne
Matlock-Ether from the UK Dentistry West Clinic. Information to
be shared in the announcement sheet need to be emailed to michelle.
hanson@calloway.kyschools.us by noon on Tuesday,
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Littleton receives Distinguished
Faculty Award in Teaching at ETSU

,Garden Department to meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
at noon Thursday, Sept. 1, at the Murray State University Arboretum. The program will be "Hey, What's New?" The hostesses will
be Pat Seiber, Sheila Henry and Judy Kelso.

First Responders Fish Fry to be Sept.13
WoodmenLife Chapter 170 Kirlcsey and 138 Hazel will meet at 6
!p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 13, at the WoodmenLife Building at 330 C.C.
Lowry Drive, for its annual First Responders Fish Fry catered by
Nick Ryan. RSVP to Marilynn at 270-489-6251 by Tuesday,Sept.6.

Monthly meeting to be Thursday
• The board of the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will have
its monthly meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 1, at the water office
located at 351 Alrno Road,Almo.

Free computer class announced
The Calloway County Public Library will offer a free computer
class on Computer Basics for Beginners: What is a Computer? from
-6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 6,or from 10-11:30 a.m. on Thursday,
Sept. 8. The class space is limited and preregistration is required.
270-753-2288 to register.

Reformers'Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
.every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
:
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,call
the church office at 270-753-1834.

implement and evaluate that
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Mary Ann Littleton, for- intervention with community
merly of Murray, has been hon- input.
Littleton was one of the primaored with the Distinguished
Faculty Award in Teaching at ry faculty members involved in
East Tennessee State University ETSU's interprofessional rural
during its annual faculty convo- track program, a collaborative
initiative of the colleges in ETcation.
Littleton is an associate pro- SU's Academic Health Sciences
fessor in the department of com- Center that was funded by the
munity and behavioral health in Kellogg Foundation. Through
the College of Public Health. this program, teams comprised
She was nominated and select- of students in public health,
ed for this award by her faculty nursing, medicine and related
peers and received a medallion, fields learned and worked toplaque and $5,000 provided by gether while affecting change in
rural Appalachian communities.
the ETSU Foundation.
Littleton also led the design
Littleton is locally and nationally known as a leader in and implementation of ETSU's
community-based teaching and online master of public health
'ty health degree
esarning...aractrtaineptifessienal,.
h offers courst
gip
education.'51.1i
allows working
ogy: An Innovative Course Sc- as
and othparents
s,
profession
CommuTraining
quence for
nity Health Professionals," an er non-traditional students to
award-winning series of three complete a rigorous program of
courses in which student teams study in this field. In addition,
assess community health needs, she has guided over 100 projdesign a community-based in- ects through community-based
tervention program or policy to learning courses at the master's
address those needs, and then and doctoral levels.

"For 15 years,(Littleton) has
worked tirelessly to design and
deliver unparalleled educational
experiences for ETSU students,
while affecting change in communities across Appalachia and
the nation," her nomination
form states. "While the effectiveness of community-based
instruction is exceptionally
high, many faculty shy away
from this ... approach, because
it can be very time-consuming
and challenging. Developing
and nurturing relationships with
the community and gaining the
trust of community partners are
no easy tasks. ... (She) is fully
aware of those challenges, yet
she embraces community-based
teaching because it is the `right
thing' to do. No other educational strategy allows her students to
effectively learn while simultaneously empowering communities to improve their health and
well-being."
Littleton's students praise her
for her enthusiasm, patience,encouragement and understanding,
as well as for the effectiveness

Downtown Farmers Market will be Saturday, Aug. 27, from 7
a.m.-noon on the Murray Court Square. Seasonal fruits and vegetables will be available along with flowers and plants, baked items, a
variety of meats,eggs and handcrafted items.
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Photo provided
Dr. Mary Ann Littleton (center) is shown with her Distinguished Faculty Award in
Teaching plaque with her brother, Andy, and mother, Mary Jane

Eueat Remegdeu
The following is a reminder of an event scheduled this weekend
that was recently published in the Murray Ledger & Times:

Amanda Brook Whitlow, daughter of Dean and Susan Whitlow
The Murray Bank Good Life will travel to Nashville, Tennessee, of Poplar Bluff, Missouri, and Sawyer Chadwick Lawson, son of
on Dec. 7-9. The trip will include two nights at the Opryland Hotel, Chad and Monica Lawson of Murray, Kentucky, will be married at 5
a dinner show featuring a Gatlin Brothers performance as well as p.m. Aug. 27,2016,at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Vince Gill and Amy Grant in concert at the Ryman Auditorium. For
Invitations were sent.
more information, contact Brenda Sykes at 270-767-3338 or email
bsykes@themurraybank.com.
The Calloway County High School Class of 1971 will hold its 45year reunion on Saturday, Sept. 10 at The Big Apple Café at 6 p.m.
Reservations are not required but would be helpful. Call Barbara
Brittain at 502-552-4886 or email barbara.brittainmurray@gmail.
corn or Kenneth Perry at 270-752-0289 or email k.perry@capeelectric.coin for questions or reservations.

2 Funds are needed for the upkeep of Young Cemetery. Send con1"tributions to Young Cemetery,8687 Kentucky 94 West,Murray,KY
42071.
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The Purchase Area master clothing volunteers will host a Train
,the Trainer Workshop at the Graves County Extension Office at 251
Housman St. in Mayfield. The first workshop will be from 9 a.m.noon on Saturday. Sept. 17, on shorts (small size), and participants
are required to bring a sewing machine and manual, basic sewing
supplies, 3-4 inch non-roll elastic and neutral thread. Fabric will be
:provided. The second workshop will be from 9 a.m.-noon on Saturday, Sept. 24, and will be on a skirt with waistband and zipper.
:Supplies to bring are sewing machine and manual, basic sewing
...supplies, medium weight, iron-on interfacing and $1 for a zipper.
:These workshops are for all volunteers who teach 4-H sewing and
...anyone interested in becoming a 4-H sewing leader. Call your county extension office by Friday, Sept. 9,to register.

The Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an Angel Alert for a single mother with multiple children who are in need
of a queen bed and mattress in good condition. Contact the center at
270-762-7333.
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The WATCH Center at 702 Main St. needs aluminum cans for an
ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any time by
driving through the driveway or parking lot on the west side of the
center and placing them in the cotton wagon.

There will be a walk for Cystic Fibrosis at 10 a.m. Saturday,Aug.
27,at Noble Park in Paducah.
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WATCH needs aluminum cans

Walk for Cystic Fibrosis Saturday

of her teaching method.
Littleton holds a bachelor of
arts degree in psychobiology
from the University of California at Santa Cruz and underwent
secondary science teacher training in Sierra Leone,West Africa,
through the U.S. Peace Corps.
She earned her Ph.D. in health
education and promotion at the
University of Alabama-Birmingham, where she taught and
served as a research coordinator
for community health advisor
programs before joining the
ETSU faculty in 2002.
In addition to her academic career, Littleton has worked
as a licensed massage therapist
and has 25 years of training and
practice in various healing art
techniques, including meditation, yoga,qigong and tai chi. III
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Claybom Crick, 90, of Kirksey, Kentucky, died From front
Wednesday, Aug. 24, 2016 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Dec. 10, 1925, to Noble Willis
Crick and Ina Mae Darnall Crick, and was a member of Union Grove Church of Christ. He served in
the 94th Infantry, Third Army, during World War
II, after which he worked on an automobile assembly line in Detroit, Michigan, worked 33 years at
the Tappan Stove Company in Murray, and retired
Crick
after several years of work for Cunningham Farms.
Mr. Crick was preceded in death by his wife of
. 64 years, Jimmie Louise Richerson Crick, whom
he married July 11, 1947; his parents; sister Ruby
Pauline Crick; brother Earl Wade Crick; father-inlaw Peyton Richerson; and mother-in-law Ruby
Cochran Richerson.
He is survived by his daughter, Karen Jayne Crick,of Kirksey and
son, Robert Alan Crick of Russellville. He is also survived by his
brother, Bill Crick; sister-in-law Sarah Wilkerson Crick of Kirksey;
and several nieces, nephews and cousins as well as special caregivers Martha Kemp and Peggy Wilkerson.
The funeral service will -be at noon, Saturday, Aug. 27, 2016 at
The Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home. 1804 Kentucky 121
North in Murray. Jim Phillips will officiate. A private burial at Goshen Cemetery in Stella will be held at at later time.
Visitation will be held from 9 a.m. until noon Saturday, Aug. 27,
2016, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
J• N WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Research Hospital,501 St. Jude Place, Memphis,TN 38101.
Crews with Burl's Wrecker Service attempt to rig lines to
Online condolences may be left online at imesfh.com.
a wrecked semi tractor trailer Thursday morning as they
attempt to remove the vehicle from a ditch along U.S. 641
just south of the Midway community in Calloway County. Two people were inside the truck when the wreck occurred at about 2:30 a.m.; one person was taken to a hospital with what were described as minor injuries.
said of the operation to preserve
the cargo, all of which stayed
inside the trailer. That load was
then transferred to another trailer. "There were two reasons
for doing that, really. First, of
course, was to get the load to another trailer so it could continue
to where it was going in the first
place. The second, though, was

urd
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United
Way

:hart

by &
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so it would be easier to upright
the trailer and get both it and the
truck out of the ditch. With all
of that extra weight, it was too
heavy to move."
The rig was uprighted at
about mid-morning and removed from the scene by about
11:30 a.m., allowing traffic to
return to normal on 641.•

Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

MURRAY
JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
A six-vehicle wreck took place Thursday afternoon on
12th Street In Murray, Just In front of the Nack of Cadiz.
The wreck left none injured, but did result in the temporary closure of one northbound lane of 12th street.

New director of enforcement
at Alcoholic Beverage Control
working in Crown Point, Indiana,
Springfield, Illinois and Washington, DC.
"Vido brings a lifetime of exFRANKFORT - Public Protection Cabinet Secretary David A. perience in the enforcement of
Dickerson has named Paul Joseph alcohol and tobacco laws," DickVido as the director of the Division erson said in a news release. "His
of Enforcement at the Department experience, leadership and supervisory skills make him exceptionof Alcoholic Beverage Control.
Vido was the special agent in ally qualified for this position."
"I want to thank the secretary
charge at the Louisville Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and for the confidence he's showing
Explosives from 2006 until his re- in me by offering me this opportirement in 2012. He administered tunity to serve," Vido said in the
all ATF investigations and regula- release. "The director of enforcetory operations in Kentucky. West ment plays a key role in keeping
alcohol and tobacco products out
Virginia and Southern Indiana.
Prior to his Louisville assign- of the hands of our children and
ment. Vido was special agent teenagers. I want to make sure
in charge for Northern Califor- ABC enforcement focuses all its
nia, including San Francisco and efforts on the pnorities designated
the state of Nevada. His local, to the agency by statute."•
state and federal service includes
-icy Press
Mintier
News Service
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Charlotte Garland McClure
410.

Charlotte Garland McClure,73,of Murray,Ken%
tucky, died Tuesday,Aug. 23,2016,at her home.
She was born Dec. 10, 1942, in Kirksey, Ken;
Lucky, to WJ. Garland and Christine Smith Gar,
land.
She retired from Mattel Fisher-Price. She was a;
member of Union Hill Church of Christ and the
Adult Sunday school class.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death
by one son, Jerry McClure; a sister, Mary
McClure
Sue Shiltz; and a brother, Fred M.Garland.
Mrs. McClure is survived by her husband, Pearly D. McClure of
Murray, whom she married Dec. 30, 1973, in Kirksey; two daughters, Jo Ann Allbritten Erwin of Paris, Tennessee, and Tammy
Odom and husband Jim of Benton; a son, Keith Allbritten and wife
Lisa of Murfreesboro, Tennessee; seven grandchildren; and three
great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be at 2 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 27,2016,at
Union Hill Church of Christ with David Hendrickson officiating
and Josh Herndon leading the congregational singing. Visitation
will be from 1-2 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 27, 2016, at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House,803 Poplar St., Murray,KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

•MIDWAY crash

Six-car wreck on U. S. Route 641
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Ruth Ilene Burton, 84, of New Concord, Kentucky,
died at 1:50
Charlene M. Ryckert, 77, of Kirksey, Kentucky,
arn. Wednesday, Aug. 24, 2016, at the Spring
Creek Health Care
died Thursday, Aug. 25,2016, at her home.
Center in Murray,Kentucky.
Born Sept I, 1938, in Calloway County, Mrs.
Mrs. Burton was born May 3, 1932, in Porter County,
Indiana, to
Ryckert was a member of Walnut Grove Church of
Tracy and Zehra Harrod Brelsford. She was preceded in death
by
Christ.
her husband, Nelson Eugene Burton, on April 23, 2008, one
sister.
She was preceded in death by her first husband,
Lucille June Dart, as well as her parents.
Fred M. Garland; her parents, Curtis Mohler and
She was a member and pianist at the Blood River Baptist Church
Ruthie Treas; a brother, Donald Mohler and a sisand Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, and very active in
ter, Eva Mohler.
volunteer work with both until prevented by her failing health.
Mrs. Ryckert is survived by her husband, Walter
Mrs. Burton is survived by her daughter, Linda Jean Glover of Ryckert
Ryckert of Kirksey; a son, Craig Garland of KirkScottsburg, Indiana; two sisters, Mary Riley of Somerset, and Fay
sey; a daughter, Treasa Norsworthy and husband Ken of Almo; a
Fawbush of Bradenton,Florida;five grandchildren,Lynisa Goetzingsister, Delorise Boggess of Kirksey; and three grandchildren, Chriser, Scott Glover, Jeanie Maier, Tammy Ritchey and Joe Glover
Jr.; topher Blu Norsworthy,Will Norsworthy and Tam Garland.
nine great-grandchildren; and six great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services are scheduled for 11 a.m., Monday, Aug. 29,
The funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 27, 2016, at
2016,
at the Heritage Chapel of lines Funeral Home at 1804 Kenthe Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Hal Barrow offitucky 121 North Bypass in Murray. John Dale and Brad McNutt will
ciating. Burial will follow in the New Concord Cemetery. Visitation
will be after noon until the funeral hour Saturday, Aug. 27, 2016 at officiate. Interment will follow at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
The family will receive visitors from 4-8 p.m., Sunday, Aug. 28,
the Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
2016,
at the Heritage Chapel.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
Expressions
of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
Blood River Baptist Church Building Fund. 4974 Dunbar Road,
County Hospital Hospice, c/o Murray-Calloway Endowment for
New Concord,KY 42076.
Healthcare,803 Poplar St., Murray,KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Online condolences may be left online at www.imesfh.com
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Claiborne Crick
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Pearl of the Purchase District
Fair to feature pro rodeo
Special to the Ledger
The 2016 Pearl of the Purchase District Fair features a
professional rodeo from 4 to 9
p.m. Saturday. Admission is $10
for adults, $5 for children ages
6-12 and free for children under
6.
Some 70 percent of ticket
sales revenues go to the Mayfield and Graves County school
districts' family resource centers
to help fund their community
projects to help children and
families in need.
Noted Graves County horseman Roger Kendall is the director of the International Professional Rodeo-sanctioned event.
It includes bull riding, saddle
bronc riding, bareback riding,
team roping, tie-down calf roping, steer wrestling, breakaway
roping, barrel racing and mutton
busting. The event will showcase professional cowboys from
around the area.
Parents are encouraged to
bring their children early to participate in mutton busting.
"The Graves County Fair Association is a community board

of volunteers, and we have decided to come together to separate the fairgrounds from local
government itself," said John
Farthing, loan officer with River Valley Ag Credit, a co-sponsor of the event. "This way, the
community involvement takes
center stage, and every activity
we do must have a nonprofit organization to benefit from it and
to maintain the fairgrounds."
The primary sponsor for the
rodeo is ULC Feeds, which is
operated by Joseph Watson. He
also runs the meat market Off
the Hoof. He also provided a
substantial donation to help pay
for the rodeo. Off the Hoof is
supplying all the meat for the
concession stands of the family
resource and youth services centers to make a profit to fund their
projects.
"Another great event is a
large Farm Feast from 4to 9 p.m.
on Friday," he said. It's billed as
the largest outdoor restaurant in
western Kentucky. Favorite local restaurants will be on hand
with their food; proceeds will
improve the fairgrounds. MI

Unemployment rates down in
93 Kentucky counties in July
Kentucky Press
News Service
FRANKFORT - Unemployment rates fell in 93 Kentucky counties between July
2015 and July 2016, but rose
in 27 counties, according to
the Kentucky Office of Employment and Training.
Oldham County recorded
the lowest jobless rate in the
state at 3.5 percent. It was

followed by Woodford County, 3.6 percent; Campbell,
Fayette, Shelby and Spencer
counties, 3.8 percent each;
Boone County, 3.9 percent;
Anderson County, 4 percent;
and Franklin, Jessamine,
Kenton, Monroe, Owen and
Scott counties, 4.1 percent
each.
Magoffin County recorded
the state's highest unemployment rate at 16.3 percent.

14 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jooes lad. Am.-184641 - 33.07
Air Products ...-.....-._ 155.72 + 031
-.. .107.57• 0,46
Appk
AT&T,Inc___.---__ 41.09 + 0.22
3'7.91 + 0.14
BB&T
Bank of America..__ 1533 + 0.14
Briggs & Stratton---- 19.02 + 0.01
58.77 + 0.18
Bristol Myers
- 0.30
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp - 101.91 • 0.29
42.03 + 0.12
Yahoo
Dean Foods ------ 16.82- 0.19
Exxos+Mobil _--._..87AS - 0_57
Ford Motor Co.— 1248 + 0.18
3122General Electric
43 76 • 0.14
Gino Smith Kline
Amazon .....-_----- 759.22 + 1.97
Goodyear The & Robber ....23.16 -1127

hit...•••

114$ 'Ai

1143.0.16
HopFed Banc*
IBM
158.65 - 0.40
35.09 - 0.06
Intel
—32.76 - 0.23
Kroger_.
3337 + 0.19
Mattel
115.45 + 0.511
McDosaids
6234 - 039
Merck
56.17 + 022
Microsoft
937 + 0.14
JCPenney
Perko,Inc —!rm.022
34.78 • IA4
Pfber,Inc.946 + 0.113
Regions Financial
Sears Holding Corp —14.074- 0.63
7913.034
Time Warner
43.41 + 0.17
US Bancorp
127.14- 0.47
Anthem
Wal+Mart
71.22 • 111

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
1712 St Pt 121 N. %tie I Hurray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800.444.1854
Hours: 800 a.m.-6:00 p.m. kt-F
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AOVINTISTI
Seventh-day Adventist
1408 Sycamore
'Saturday Worship 930 a m
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m

49- thw
ehtkitian 1300k.stou
Corner of5th & Main
Court Square

SAPTIIT
Bethany Baptist Church
274 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Blood River Baptist Church
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444)• New Concord
Sunday Worship 1100 am. & 8:00 p.m.

44.1 270-753-1622

01dirt Independent loose grey M *WM
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ASSEMBLIES OF 000
Hope Harbor Church
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

REPAIR

Cherry Carnal Baptist Church
850 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 1003 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 &m.& 6:00 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 66:00 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6
si 619 S 4th St.• Murray

4,yikze.

8
270-733 6831 4

Eastwood Baptist Church
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.

Fern Terrace;

El Manantial Baptist
1222 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 1100 a m & 6.00 p m
Wednesday Worship 6:00 p m
All senrces are in Spanish.

Kam Gym
40/41innlY
270-753-7109

Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 &m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 600 p.m.

www.f*Mtarraxa.corn
1`,05 Stadium View Or. • Murray

2315 Hopkins Rd.• Almo, KY
We sell and delver al types of gravel!
Hours mcn.-Fri. 7arn4pti
sow Aasepanir
CrectoDebit cser
270-753-9899(1

Hardin Baptist Church
8867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 7:00 am., 9:15 a.m.
& 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 7:50 a.m., 9:15 &m.,
10:40 &m.& 6:03 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Kirksey Baptist Church
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11:00 am. & 630 p.m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10.00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

1

Seism Baptist Church
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:30 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
2317 Hwy. 841
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
4185 Wiswee Road West
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am.& 6:00 p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 900 am.
Sunday Worship 10-00 am. & 6:30 p.m.
St John Missionary Baptist
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

Kiritasy Church of Christ
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1050 a.m & 700 p m
Mt. Olive Church of Christ
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m & 6 00 p m

Good Shepherd United Methodist
84 Cherry Cornet Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.

New Concord Church of Christ
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p m

Goshen United Methodist
4726 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9-00 a.m.

New Providence Church of Christ
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. 6500 p.m.

Hanoi United Methodist
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.

Pleasant Val* Church of Christ
51 0Mcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. ai 8:00 p.m.

Independence United Methodist
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.

Union Grove Church of Christ
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Kirksey United Methodist
3691 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

University Church of Christ
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9 00 a m
Sunday Worship 1000 a. m 4 500 pm.

Lynn Grove United Methodist
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.

West Murray Church of Christ
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.

Martin's Chapel United Methodist
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m.

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. 6600 p.m.

COYIKM OF JOU'VOMIT_

Sugar Creek Baptist Church
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

11_DSIII
isVAIN
irl
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Ortat
Church
602 South leen Sawa
&m.
Sacrament Meet 10:00
Sunday School 1110 am.
MOM.
SL John's Episcopal Church
Street
Main
West
1620
Sunday School 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m

The Spring Baptist Church
10510 North 161h St.
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m & 6.00 pm

West Fork Baptist Church
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1045 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.

— Revelation 21:4

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 am. & 800 p.m.

Faith Missionary Baptist
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 630 p m.

Greeter Hope Missionary Baptist
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 630 p.m.

4And God shall
wipe away all
tearsfrom their
eyes; and there
shall be no more
death, sorrow, nor
crying, neither
shall there be any
more pain:for the
former things are
passed away.

Owens Chapel Baptist Church
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6 00 p m

Victory Baptist Church
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 1000 8.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p m

Flint Baptist Church
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10-00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 -00 a.m & 6 45 p m

NO'

Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m

Emmanuel Missionary Baptist
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am. & 600 p.m.

First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m.
& 5:30 p.m.

l,4
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Northside Baptist Church
889 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

INDEPONINT

Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 am. & 600 p.m.
CATK0.1(
St. Leo Catholic Church
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 4:00 p.m. (English)
Saturday Mass 530 p.m.(Spanish)
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m. & 1100 a.m

Christian Community Church
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m.
Church of the Living God
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m.
Harmony Mennonite Church
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.
Harvest Land City Gate
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 600 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
First Christian Church
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10 15 am

Higher Praise Worship Center
5623 Hwy 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship 1030 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Murray Christian Fellowship
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 700 p m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICE
Christian Science Society
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10 30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10130 a.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Alm Church of Christ
955 Old Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 900 am
Sunday Worship 950 a.m. & 5:00 p.m

The Journey Church
irtSU Curds Center
Chestnut Street
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Murray Family Church
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.

LUThERAN
Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

Life Community Church
North 4th & CC Lowry(WOW Building)
Sunday Experiences 1010 a.m.

Dexter Church of Christ
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 930 a.m
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Locust Grove Baptist Church
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 600 p.m

Friendship Church of Christ
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 am & 500 p.m

Memorial Baptist Church
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 am.
Sunday Worship 10:50 am. It 8:00 p.m.

Glendale Rood Church of Christ
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 &m.6600 p.m.

ML Horeb Freewill Baptist
200 Mina Street
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11D0 am.

Green Plain Church of Christ
3960 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. 6600 p.m

Coldwater United Methodist
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Now ML Carmsi Baptist Church
91 Cypress Trail • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 am. & 6-00 pm

Hazel Church of Christ
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9.00 am.
Sunday Worship 9 50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Coles Campground United Methodist
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:50 a.m.

Hickory Grove Church of Christ
976 Jackson Road • Alm
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 am.6600 p.m

Dexter-itardin Untied Methodist
5181 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

New Providence Bendel Church
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
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Palestine United Methodist
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 945 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1045 am. & 6:00 p.m.
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South Pleasant Grov• United Methodist
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 am.
Temple Hill United Methodist
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.
Waymon Chapel
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
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1101 GLENDALE RD.• MURRAY
270-753-3714

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OfSIQO
Calvary Temple
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 9:45 &m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m 6600 p.m.

Bethel United Methodist
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Evening OM p.m.

Trinity Christian Center
801 North 18th Street
Sunday School 950a m
Sunday Worship 10 50 a.m & 6 00 p m

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. &
lstf3rd Sunday at 8:00 p.m.

PRESSTIMAN
First Presbyterian
1801 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m
Sunday Worship 1045 am
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 1000 am
Sunday Worship 11:00 a m
North Pleasant Growl
Cumberland Presbyterian
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
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'The LORD is my shepherd,
Ilack nothing. 2He makei
me lie down in green
pastures, he leads me beside
quiet waters,'he refreshes
my soul. He guides me along
the right pathsfor his name's
sake.'Even though I walk
through the darkest valley, I
willfear no eveil,for you are
with me; your rod and your
staff, they comfort me.'You
prepare a table before me in
the presence of my enemies.
You anoint my head with
oil; my cup overiows.'Surely
your goodness and love will
follow me all the days of my
life, and I will dwell in the
house ofthe LORDforever.
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— Psalm 23

Unity Cumberland Presbyterial
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 900 a.m.
Striciay Worship 1000 am.8600 p.m.
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at the 9 a.
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Lite Tabernacle
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 100 p.m
Sunday Worship 2-00 p.m

New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal/ Church
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a m & 6-00 p.m

Glenda

the 9 a.m.
from Mar

Dexter Pentecostal Church

Now Concord United Pentecostal
168 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 8:00 p.m

Job 1:6-1
is the past

11

soe Church Street • Dexter

Faith Tabernacle Church
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m 6630 p.m.

races or
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also for

Bethel Fellowship
9950 Stale Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1010 am.-12:00 p.m.

Sunday SLikrri 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.

20:10,1x
In addi
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Russell Chapel United Methodist
229 Rowan Trail
Sunday School 1100 a.m
Sunday Worship 9 30 a.m

Murray First United Pentecostal
1945 State Route 121 North
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

New Life Christian Center
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m
iffiaQYAMIlaniln
Jehovah's Menses*.
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10 30 a m

Coldwater Church of Christ
8487 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 &m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m

Masons Chapel United Methodist
5084 Old Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
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This local Church Directory is made possible by these businesses and is always available at www.murrayled
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not
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area
our
charge
no
The Church listings are provided at
270-753-1916.
or
at communttynews@murrsyledger.com
For more information on how to become a supporting sponsor of this informative worship directory,
please contact Wally at welty@burchettmedia.com to acquire more details.
First United Methodist
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m & 11 00 a. m
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WORSHIP
Jesus and the immigration controversy
Question: What do you think Jesus might not mean that
he approved of their sin, and we are not expected to
say about the controversy over the
treatment approve of their entering our country illegally. Instead,just as Jesus
of illegal aliens?
loved and helped us get our lives right with God, we should do what
Answer: I believe that Jesus would not get in- we can to
help illegal aliens become legal. If our rulers decide to
volved in the complex political issues of the
cur- offer clemency to illegal aliens as a way to deal with the problem, I
rent debate, but he would be deeply concerned
can't imagine people who have been forgiven by God's grace opposabout the human lives being discussed in this
ing such a plan. As Jesus said: "So in everything, do to others what
controversy. During his earthly ministry, he ac- you would have
them do to you"(Matthew 7:12).
knowledged the God-given role of government
While Jesus would not get involved in the political process and
(Romans 13:2). When the Pharisees asked Jesus tell the government
what laws should be passed or not passed to deal
What Would about
paying taxes to the Roman government, with immigration, he would encourage
us to treat all people with jusJesus Do?
he took a coin and asked whose inscription
was tice, mercy and compassion (Matthew 23:23, Micah 6:6-8). One of
by Richard
on it. When they answered that it was Caesar's, the
New Testament letters says:"Therefore,as God's chosen people,
Youngblood, he told them,-Give to Caesar what is Caesar's, holy and dearly loved,clothe yourselves with
compassion,kindness,
and to God what is God's"(Matthew 22:21). In humility,
University
gentleness and patience" (Colossians 3:12 NIV). Many
a similar way, Jesus would say that we should of the
foreigners who are in our land both legally and illegally are
Church ofChrist
respect our government and obey the laws of the poor people who came to
find a better life for themselves and their
land so long as they do not call upon us to dis- families. To be
sympathetic and kind toward them does not mean we
obey God (Acts 5:29). At the same time, he would have a deep and encourage disregard
for the law. In the parable of the sheep and the
godly concern for the lives of foreigners who live in our land. God goats, Jesus
said to the unrighteous,"Depart from me you who are
told Israel,"Do not mistreat an alien or oppress him, for you were cursed ... I was a stranger
and you did not invite me in" (Matthew
aliens in Egypt"(Exodus 22:21,23:9); but he also commanded both 25:26).
native-born and aliens in Israel to obey the laws of the land (Exodus
In the apostle John's vision into heaven near the end of the Bible,
10:10, Leviticus 18:26).
he saw a great multitude of people "from every nation, tribe, people
In addition,Jesus would be deeply disturbed by the racially preju- and language" standing
before the throne of God (Revelation 7:9).
diced and ungodly attitudes being demonstrated toward strangers in If we are unwilling to be with people
of other nations and languages
our land even by some Christians. Some people may wave the flag of in this life, can we expect to be welcome
before the throne of God?
God and country while spouting hateful ridicule of people of other What do you think'?
races or nations who do not speak English, but Christians must go
beyond mere national loyalty. Christians must have the attitude of
(Send questions or comments to University Church of Christ,
their Lord Jesus who loved and died not only for the righteous but 801 N.12th, Murray,KY 42071 or phone 270-753-1881.
This artialso for ungodly sinners like you and me(Romans 5:6-8). This does cle is reproduced on the web: universitychurchmurray.com)
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Various churches have released information concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
First Christian (Disciples): The Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will
speak at 10:15 a.m. worship service on "Are Gay People Going to
Hell?" as part of the Summer Sermon Series "What Does the Bible
Have to Say About LGBTQ People'? A New Look at the 'Clobber
Verses'." Scripture will be from 1 Corinthians 6:9 and 1 Timothy
1:10.
First United Methodist: Dr. Larry Daniel will be the guest speaker at the 8:45 a.m. and 11 a.m. worship services with scripture from
Job 1:6-12. He pastured FUMC from 1995-2004. Dr. Rick C. Dye
is the pastor.
Friendship Church of Christ: Joey Glisson will speak at the 11
a.m. and 5 p.m. worship services.
Glendale Road Church of Christ: Steven Hunter will speak at
the 9 a.m. worship service on "The Struggle with Sin" with scripture
from Mark 5:1-17. Hunter will speak at the 6 p.m. service on "The
God Who Died for Humanity," with scripture from Romans 5:6-11.
Goshen United Methodist: The Rev. David Allbritten will speak
at the 9 a.m. worship service on "Radical Inclusion" with scripture
from Luke 14:1,7-14. Sunday night Bible study and youth activities
for Goshen and Kirksey United Methodist will meet at Goshen at 6
p.m.
Hazel Church of Christ: Mackie Gallimore will speak at the 9:50
a.m. worship service on "The Second Coming of Christ" with scripture from Matthew 24:36-41. Gallimore will also speak at the 6 p.m.
service and there will be a congregational singing.
Hazel United Methodist: Pastor April Arnold will speak at the
9:45 a.m. worship service on -Humility" with scripture from Luke
14:1. 7-14. Music will be provided by Kenneth McClarty and Cynthia Russell.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist: Pastor April Arnold will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service on "Humility" with scripture
from Luke 14:1,7-14. Music will be by the Choir of Mason's Chapel.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Pastor Terry Josleyn will speak at the 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Special music will be presented
by the Praise and Worship Team. AWANA will meet Wednesday at
6:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: The Rev. Robert Baker will speak at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Special music "He
Lives" will be presented by Donna Pearson and Marti Erwin with
Jane Hill as pianist. Sunday school is at 9:45 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Pastor Matt Ellis will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service on "Three Keys to Lasting Happiness" with scripture from Hebrews 10:1-25. Special music will be presented by the
WBC Worship Choir. Ellis will also speak at the 6 p.m. service on
"Calm in the Storm" with scripture from Mark 4:35-41.
Grace Baptist: Pastor Kim Reeder will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services.
First Baptist: Pastor Keith Inman will speak at the 8:30 a.m. and
11 p.m. worship services. Sunday school is at 9:45 a.m.
Life Community: Life Community meets at the Woodmen of
the World building on C.C. Lowry Drive at 10:30 am with Pastor
Chuck Houston. The student ministry, Switch, is on Wednesdays at
6:30 p.m. For more information, visit www.LifeCC.Me.
New Mt.Carmel Baptist: Pastor Jack Henshaw will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school is at 10 a.m. The
church is on Kentucky 121 South. .
Memorial Baptist: Pastor Martin Severns will speak at the 8:30
a.m., 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school is at
9:40 a.m.
Dexter Baptist: Pastor David Little will speak at both the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school will be at 10 am.
Higher Praise Worship Center: The pastor is E.F. Cleve. Morning worship is at 10:30 a.m. and evening worship is at 6 p.m.
Williams Chapel Church of Christ: Sunday morning worship
service is at 10 a.m. Sunday Bible study is at 9 a.m. The church is
west of Murray in the Lynn Grove community at 7793 Kentucky 94
West.
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian: The worship services are at 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. and Sunday school is at 9 a.m.
Good Shepherd United Methodist: The Rev. Tim Escue will
'peak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Adult Sunday school is at 10
a.m.
Bethel United Methodist: The Rev. Sam Chambers will speak at
the 9:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday school is at 10:30 a.m.

In Our Churches
Owens Chapel to hold revival

Owens Chapel Baptist Church at 6504 Airport Road in Kirksey,
will hold its revival beginning Sunday with worship services at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Spencer Pate will be the featured speaker. The
revival will continue Monday-Wednesday with services at 7 p.m.
each night. The public is invited to attend.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist: The Rev. Sam Chambers will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday school is at 10 a.m.
Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist: Stinday worship service is
at 11 a.m. Sunday school is at 10 a.m., Sunday evening worship is at
6 p.m. and Wednesday night services are at 6:30 p.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodist: Pastor Ronnie Burkeen will
speak at the 9:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday school at 11 a.m.
Wednesday night Bible Study is at 7 p.m. For more information or a
ride, call 270-293-2517,270-227-1566 or 270-436-5737.
West Fork Baptist: The Rev. Randy Kuykendall will speak at the
11 a.m. worship service. Sunday school will be at 10 a.m. Wednesday prayer service is at 7 p.m. Kenneth Greer is minister of music.
The church is on Kentucky 121 North in Stella.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal: Pastor Darrell Young will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service and Sunday school starts at 9:45
a.m. Sunday evening worship begins at 6 p.m. Bible study and youth
services meet Wednesdays at 7 p.m. Calvary Temple is on U.S. 641
South.
University Church of Christ: Charley Bazzell will speak at the
10 a.m. service. Sunday school will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor Brad Burns will speak at the 10 a.m.
worship service. SundAK school begins at 9 a.m. and Sunday evening
worship is at 6 p.m. Wednesday service includes a meal from 5:456:30 p.m. for all children-through 12th grade. Classes begin at 6:30
p.m..
Salem Baptist: Worship service will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday
school is at 9:30 a.m. The church is at 1034 Browns Grove Road.
Lucas Nance is the pastor.
Greater Hope Baptist: The Rev. Timothy L. Davis II is the pastor. The worship service is at 11 a.m. and Sunday school is at 9:30
a.m. The church is at 711 River Road.
Hazel Baptist: Pastor Jordan Roach will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school is at 9:30 a.m.
Kirksey United Methodist: Pastor David Allbritten will speak
at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday school will be at 10 a.m.
Their website is www.kirkseyumc.org. For more information, call
270-489-2910.
The Journey: Worship service is at 9 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. at the
Murray State University Curris Center. For more information, visit
wwwJourneyCalloway.com.
Palestine United Methodist: Pastor Robert McKinney will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school will be
at 9:45 a.m. For a ride to church,call Brad Jones at 270-703-6377.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Pastor Rob Ison will speak at the 8:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday school is at 10 a.m. The church is
at 749 Poplar Springs Drive.
Lynn Grove United Methodist: Sunday school will be at 9 am.
Worship service, led by the Rev. Samantha Hall, will be at 9:30 a.m.
The church is off Kentucky 94 West in the Lynn Grove community
at 37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass will be at 4 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish
Mass will be at 5:30 p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses will begin at 8
a.m. and II a.m.
Bethany Baptist: Sunday school will be at 10 a.m. Pastor Greg
Wells will lead morning worship at 11 a.m. The church is at 274
Artesian Drive in New Concord.

JOIN FIRST PLACE
A CHRIST CENTERED HEALTH PROGRAM a
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Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of Aug. 29-Sept. 2 have been
released by Calloway Director Pat Lane and Murray Director April
Adams. Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Milk, fruit juice, cereal and toast served daily.
Murray PreschooVHead Start - Breakfast: Monday - eggs and
toast; Tuesday - cereal and toast; Wednesday - parfait and yogurt;
Thursday - mini-cinnis: Friday - no menu.
Lunch: Monday - hamburger, baked beans; Tuesday - macaroni
and cheese, carrots with ranch, sunset sips; Wednesday - ravioli,
roll, black-eyed peas, broccoli with cheese; Thursday - sub sandwich, whole-kernel corn; Friday - no menu.
Elementary - Breakfast: milk, juice, assorted fruits, toast and
assorted cereal served daily. Monday - mini-donuts; Tuesday - yogurt and portrait; Wednesday - eggs, bacon and toast; Thursday
- mini-pancakes and sausage with syrup; Friday - sausage biscuit.
Lunch: Served weekly - Monday - burgers and fries; Tuesday
- popcorn chicken; Wednesday - sub sandwich; Thursday - minicorn dogs; Friday - pizza. Milk, juice and assorted fruits served
daily.
Monday - hot dog, tater tots, broccoli with ranch; Tuesday grilled cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes with gravy, green
beans; Wednesday - chicken alfredo, glazed carrots, green peas,
sunset sips; Thursday - chicken fajita nachos, whole-kernel corn,
pinto beans; Friday - barbecue sandwich, baked beans, veggie
tray with ranch.
Middle - Breakfast: Served weekly - Monday, Wednesday and
Friday - yogurt and poptart; Tuesday and Thursday - fruit and yogurt parfait. Milk, fruit juice, assorted fruits, regular and cinnamon
toast, assorted cereals and mini-donuts served daily.
Monday - eggs, bacon and toast; Tuesday - bagel with cream
cheese; Wednesday - bacon, egg and cheese tornado; Thursday
- mini-cinnis; Friday - sausage biscuit.
Lunch: Served weekly - Monday - burgers and fries; Tuesday corn dogs; Wednesday - chicken sandwich; Thursday - sub sandwich; Friday - pizza. Milk, juice, fruits and chef salad served daily.
Monday - chicken and bacon wrap, tater tots, baked beans;
Tuesday - chicken strips, macaroni and cheese, carrots with
ranch; Wednesday - ravioli, roll, broccoli with cheese, black-eyed
peas; Thursday - chicken fajita nachos, whole-kernel corn, pinto
beans; Friday - barbecue ribette sandwich, green beans, veggie
tray with ranch.
High - Breakfast: Served weekly - Monday, Wednesday and Friday - mini donuts; Tuesday and Thursday - breakfast buns. Milk,
fruit and fruit juice, bagels and cream cheese, assorted muffins,
assorted poptarts, cereal and cinnamon toast served daily.
Monday - waffle stick with syrup; Tuesday - strawberry smoothie; Wednesday - cinnamon roll; Thursday - fruit and yogurt parfait;
Friday - biscuit and gravy.
Lunch: Served weekly - Monday - corn dog; Tuesday - chicken
sandwich; Wednesday - pizza; Thursday - barbecue sandwich;
Friday - hamburger or cheeseburger. Milk, fruit and fruit juice,
fresh salad with dressing served daily.
Monday - chicken strips, roll, macaroni and cheese, baked
beans, carrots with ranch; Tuesday - lasagna, roll, whole-kernel
corn, green beans, tossed salad; Wednesday - chicken fajita, nachos, pinto beans, broccoli with ranch; Thursday - ravioli with roll,
broccoli with cheese, black-eyed peas, veggie tray with ranch;
Friday - fish sandwich, cole slaw, tater tots, great northern beans.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday - animal
crackers; Tuesday - cheese sticks, crackers; Wednesday - Teddy
Grahams; Thursday - Fruity Cheerios cereal bar; Friday - blueberry muffin.
Skim and fat-free milk and assorted fruit and juice served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - cherry Frudel;
Wednesday - Frosted Flakes cereal and toast; Thursday - biscuit
and gravy; Friday - Frosted Flakes cereal and toast.
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti, roll, green peas; Tuesday - cheese
pizza, carrots with ranch; Wednesday - mini-corn dogs, tater tots;
Thursday - chicken nuggets, roll, green beans; Friday - cheeseburger, tater tots, lettuce and tomato.
Elementary - Snack: Monday - peanut butter and jelly Grahamwich; Tuesday - apple, cheese stick; Wednesday - Scooby
snacks; Thursday - blueberry muffin; Friday - Cocoa Puffs cereal.
Reduced sugar, whole-grain cereal with toast, whole-grain cereal bars with toast, whole-grain poptarts, whole-wheat muffins,
fresh fruit, yogurt and animal crackers, fruit juice and skim and
fat-free milk served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - cherry Frudel;
Wednesday - tornado wraps; Thursday - biscuit and gravy; Friday
- pancake sausage on a stick.
Lunch: whole-grain bread or crackers, fresh fruit, chef salad,
skim and fat-free milk served daily.
Monday - orange oriental chicken with rice, egg roll, corn dog,
broccoli cup, flame-roasted vegetables, corn; Tuesday - Domino's
pizza, fish sandwich, tossed salad, white beans, corn; Wednesday - hot dog, peanut butter and jelly with cheese stick, Sidekicks,
carrots with dip, slaw; Thursday - crispito, breaded chicken sandwich, lettuce and tomato, salsa, refried beans; Friday - ribette with
roll, cheeseburger, lettuce and tomato, glazed carrots, tater tots.
Middle: Reduced sugar, whole-grain cereal with toast, wholegrain cereal bars with toast, whole-grain poptarts, fresh fruit, yogurt and animal crackers, fruit juice and skim and fat-free milk
served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - cherry Frudel;
Wednesday - tornado wrap; Thursday - biscuit and gravy; Friday
- pancake sausage on a stick.
Lunch: Whole-grain bread and crackers, fresh fruit, chef salads
and skim and fat-free milk served daily.
Monday - orange oriental chicken with rice, egg roll, broccoli
cup, flame-roasted vegetables, com;Tuesday - Domino's pizza,
fish sandwich, tossed salad, white beans, corn; Wednesday - hot
dog, peanut butter and jelly with cheese stick, Sidekicks, carrots
with dip, slaw; Thursday - crispito, breaded chicken sandwich,
lettuce and tomato, salsa, retried beans; Friday - ribette, roll,
cheeseburger, lettuce and tomato, glazed carrots, tater tots.
High: Reduced sugar and whole-grain cereal with toast, wholegrain cereal bars with toast, whole-grain bread, whole-wheat muffins with toast, fresh fruit, yogurt and animal crackers, fruit juice,
skim and fat-free milk served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - muffin and
toast; Wednesday - tornado wrap; Thursday - biscuits and gravy;
Friday - pancake sausage on a stick.
Lunch: Whole-grain bread and crackers, fresh fruit, chef salad,
hamburger or cheeseburger. pizza, skim and fat-free milk served
daily.
Monday - orange oriental thicken with rice, egg roll, corn dog,
lettuce and tomato, glazed carrots, stir-fry veggies; Tuesday - taco
salad, grilled cheese sandwich, seise, refried beans, Mexi-bean
salad; Wednesday - Domino's pizza, ham and cheese sandwich,
Sidekicks, lettuce and tomato, carrots with dip; Thursday - thicken
nuggets, roll, tossed salad, creamed potatoes with gravy, green
beans; Friday - ham and cheese flatbread, hamburger, lettuce and
tomato, baked beans, tater tots.•
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PREP VOLLEYBALL: MURRAY HIGH 3, TRIGG COUNTY 0

Lady Tigers gel during sweep of Lady Wildcats
By JEFF *Rea
Sports Editor
Murray High won its first match this
season with a three-set sweep of Trigg
County (25-21, 25-13, 25-11) on Thursday at the Bob Rogers Multipurpose
Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers(1-3)played inspired
volleyball in every facet of the contest,
which was the fourth match in nine days
for MHS. Murray High concludes its
season opening five-match homestand
next Thursday, when its hosts crosstown
rival Calloway County in a Region 1
District 4 contest at 7 p.m.
"We had good team play with excellent ball control and good serving," said
Lady Tigers head coach Clare Boggess,

who expressed happiness for her team.
"It was really exciting to see our girls
show a desire to
win."
MHS built leads
of 16-8 and 20-12 in
the first set and held
on before preserving a 25-21 victory.
Tucker
Consecutive
kills
from Emily Kinsey
and Sophie Galloway handed Murray
High an eight-point (20-12) lead before
the Lady Wildcats scored nine of the
next 12 points to trim the Lady Tigers'
edge to 23-21.
Sydny Tucker, whose serving became

a key factor in the third set, delivered an
ace to seal Set! for MHS.
"This is our first win, which its very
exciting, and the best thing about it, we
came together as a team," Tucker said.
"The more excited we play on the court,
we gain confidence from that. We definitely need confidence to play at our
best."
Murray High broke a 4-4 tie in the
second set on a Trigg County hitting error en route to constructing a 10-4 lead,
capped by consecutive aces from Kaylee
Fang.
Galloway and Sydney Coons, who
combined to record 11 of the Lady Tigers' 18 kills against the Lady Wildcats,
began to establish themselves in dominant fashion during Set 2. Fang, who fin-

ished with 18 assists,set the ball as MHS
Tucker was determined to keep the
hitters took over.
momentum going in Murray High's di"Our passing was good and Kaylee rection, when she went to serve with a
was able to dish the ball almost wherever 2-1 lead in the third set.
she wanted," Boggess said.
"I just went back there and I thought
Then, Lady Tigers' hitters found that I really wanted to pull out this win
openings in the Trigg County defense.
for us," said Tucker, who served nine
"We thought that we could tip the straight points, including five aces, for a
ball against Trigg, but they seemed to 10-point (11-1) Lady Tigers' lead. "It's
make adjustments to that throughout the just really exciting that all of this came
match," Tucker said. "They picked up together."
the tips pretty good,and I thought I could
MHS was in full control from that
make some hits to the deep cornets."
point forward.
A Lady Wildcats' serving error gave
Tucker (five) and Myla Taylor (five)
MHS a 19-12 lead in Set 2 before Trigg were the dig leaders for the Lady Tigers,
County rallied for the only other point it who received a solo block from Galloscored in the second set. After that, MHS way.
picked up a 2-0 lead in sets as a Coons'
Murray High had a two-set victory
kill sparked a six-point rally.
against Trigg County in the JV match.•

GIRLS AND BOYS PREP SOCCER: ALL A REGION 1 TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONSHIP
S

Murray High takes titles

Lady Tigers
repeat
as All A
Region 1
champions

0- See LADY TIGERS, Page 9A

All of the scoring occurred in
the first half as Marshall County
upset defending Region 1 Tournament champion Calloway
County 2-1 on Thursday at the
Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
The Lakers (1-1-0 overall,
0-1-0 Region 1, District 2) had
a final chance to tie the match in
the 79th minute, but a foul just
ahead of the penalty box resulted
in a missed shot.
The Marshals (3-1-0, 2-10) grabbed a 2-0 lead on a goal
from Drake Anderson in the fifth
minute and a tally from Caleb
Neely in the 18th minute.
Calloway County put itself
back into the match right before halftime, when a pass from
Christian Adams to Jacob Smith
found its way into the goal. The
Lakers trailed by only a solo tally after being outshot 11-4 in the
first half.
Much of the second half was
played as a stalemate, as both
teams had few scoring chances.
Calloway County hosts McCracken County at 12:30 p.m.
Saturday before playing at
Graves County at 7 p.m. Tuesday.

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Kennedy Keller bathes Ballard Memorial's Emma Lefevre
for control of the ball during the All A Region 1 Tournament championship match Thursday at the Maliary France
Soccer Complex.

Crown them: Tigers
win All A Region 1
Tourney vs. Vikings
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
A mirror scenario came to life
in the All A Region 1 Tournament
championship game Thursday,
when Murray High was in a 1-I
deadlock with Paducah St. Mary
with 30 minutes to go.
Facing the Vikings' Region I
MVP goalkeeper Brady Merrill,
the Tigers did all they could not
to hang their heads after many of
their accurate shots were swallowed up by the netminder, just
like last season when MHS survived with a 2-1 victory.
By nightfall, Murray High's
Nick Bokeno was looking more
like the defending Region 1
Player of the Year. Bokeno, who
scored two goals against Mayfield in the semifinal round Tuesday,decided to one-up himself by
going for a hat trick.
For the Tigers. Bokeno's three
goals helped MHS pull away and
win an All A Region I Tournament crown 4-1 over St. Mary
on Thursday night at the Mallary
Prance Soccer Complex

•

Marshals
pull upset
of Lakers
in 2-1 win
Staff Reports

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
Lydia Grogan took the definition of a hat trick and turned
it into a golden sombrero, netting four of No. 11-ranked Murray High's 10 goals, as the Lady
Tigers dismantled yet another
opponent in the All A Region 1
Tournament championship dominance.
The unfortunate victim, this
time around, was Ballard Memorial. The Lady Bombers were
shell shocked as the Lady Tigers
scored seven goals in the first
half before sealing a second consecutive mercy-rule victory in the
tournament.
Maybe it's something about
the pair of losses to West Jessamine the last two years that kick
Murray High into high gear right
before the start of the All A tournament.
Maybe it's the tactics of
fourth-year head coach Shauna
Traylor, who demanded perfection horn her team, even with a
7-0 lead after 37 minutes of action. The mercy-rule didn't take

PREP SPORTS
ROUNDUP

While Zak Mathis and Abongo Adongo have already achieved
hat tricks this season, the Tigers
could virtually find five players
capable of going a hot streak. But
the show Bokeno put on against
the Vikings was special, especially for the Tigers, a team that
had its collective backs against
the wall with an entire half left
to play.
Murray High head coach Martin Son said Bokeno played the
role of a hero.
"Absolutely. Absolutely. Nick
had a great night and I don't want
to take anything from him," said
Son, the fourth-year coach at
MHS."We have so many strong
players that can step up for us just
like Nick. On any night. I don't
know who could go off for three
and four goals. Last night, it was
Nick."
Merrill was still nothing short
of spectacular, with 12 saves (as
every one of them was more difficult than the next), but of the
0- See TIGERS, Page 9A

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & limes
Murray High's Kevin Koeisch attempts to clear the ball against Paducah St. Mary
during the All A Region 1 Tournament championship match Thursday at the Mallory
France Soccer Complex.

,•

,•

GIRLS SOCCER
Marshall County 7,
Calloway County 0
Carmen Gunn, Kayla Travis
and Bailey Wood scored two
goals apiece as Marshall County defeated Calloway County on
Thursday at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.
Travis finished with two goals
and two assists as the Lady Marshals improved to 3-1-0 overall
and 2-1-0 in Region 1, District
2. Crass chipped in a goal and an
assist.
The match was a scoreless
tie until Gunn and Crass handed
Marshall County a 2-0 lead with
unassisted goals in the span of
two minutes. Gunn made it 1-0
MCHS on a goal in the 10th minute before Crass put a shot past
Lady Lakers goalkeeper Hannah
Dodd in the 12th minute.
It stayed that way until the
36th minute, when Travis scored
the first of her two tallies. That
unassisted goal put Marshall
County up 3-0.
Crass set up Gunn's second
goal shortly after halftime before Bailey Wood made it 5-0
with a goal on a pass from Travis
in the 51st minute.
Travis and Wood each added
their second goals of the match
only four minutes apart. Travis scored on pass from L,oralei
Sampson in the 70th minute,
while Wood deposited a goal on
a pass from Travis in the 74th
minute.
Lady Marshals goalkeeper
Allie Fiske posted her second
shutout of the season.
Calloway County (0-1-I
See ROUNDUP, Page 9A
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YOUTH BASEBALL: LITTLE LEAGUE
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WORLD SERIES

MLB: NEW YORK(NL) 10, ST. LOUIS 6

Zach McWilliams hits grand slam,
Tennessee moves into U.S. title tilt
The Associated Press

SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT,Pa. — Zach
McWilliams hit a grand slam in the fourth
inning,RJ Moore struck out five in two relief
innings and Goodlettsville, Tennessee beat
Bowling Green, Kentucky 8-4 on Thursday
night for a spot in the U.S. championship
game of the Little League Series.
McWilliams' smash over the center-field
wall gave Tennessee a 6-4 lead. Moore
struck out the side in the fifth and he retired
Devin Obee with two on in the sixth for the
final out.
Ryan Oden added two RBIs for Tennessee. His one-run double in the second pulled
Tennessee to 2-1 and he scored on a wild

'TIGERS
From Page 8A
Tigers 27 shots, they just needed
four to drop.
"We tip our hats to the St.
Mary goalkeeper. The shots were
27-4, and he stopped seven goals
that should have been scored,"
Son said. "We feel like we were
very dominant but coming out
1-1, we were so happy that we
were able to pick it up. We have
weapons and Bokeno is definitely one of them."
The Tigers (3-0) have now
outscored
opponents
24-2
through three matches and are
3-0 for the first time since 2007.
It was a promising start to the
night when Caleb Rogers lured
Merrill to the right corner before
a lob to Bokeno for an easy goal
put Murray High up 1-0 just six
minutes into the contest.
Merrill picked it up in the
12th minute with a rising deflecfion for his first save as midfield
action drew more consistency.
Packing in the defensive line, the
Vikings conservative tactics paid
off as the Tigers wouldn't get another goal in the half,despite leftside jukes from Zach Flener and
a look from Mathis that caromed
off the far side of the left pole.
Hal Bogard and Ethan Back
stood their ground in the backfield to keep St. Mary's offense
in check until the 34th minute,
when Joey Eggemeyer's beautiful header punched through for a
I-1 tie heading to halftime.
Facing true adversity for the
first time all season, the Tigers
responded very well, but not as
powerful in such a short amount
of time.
"I knew we were capable of
it. (St. Mary) plays so defensive;
I mean they park a bus right up
front on the line," Son said.
"With Merrill behind them, you
have to get around it and there's
Just nowhere to go. We needed
a game like this, because there's

pitch to tie it. His sacrifice fly to right scored
Carson Rucker to make it 7-4 in the fourth.
Kentucky had runners on the corners with
two outs in the bottom of the fourth but Tennessee catcher Tanner Jones threw out Obee
trying to steal second.
Tennessee plays Endwell, New York on
Saturday.

Kwon hit a solo shot over the left-center
wall to give Seoul a 1-0 lead in the first inning and he hammered the first pitch he saw
in the second for a two-run homer.
Jaekyeong Kim also homered — with
two on — in the second and Yoomin Lee
came home on a wild pitch in the fourth.
Park was replaced in the fourth after
throwing just 48 pitches in order to stay eliSouth Korea to play for
gible to pitch on Sunday. Wontae Cho didn't
International championship
allow a hit in two innings of relief.
SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT,Pa. — Seum
Gael Isaac Cortez singled up the middle
Kwon had two home runs and three RBIs, in the first inning for Mexico's only hit.
Sangheon Park struck out nine and South
South Korea, which recorded its third
Korea beat Mexico 7-0 on Thursday to ad- shutout of the LLWS, will play Panama on
vance to the international championship Saturday.•
game of the Little League World Series.

pressure on us and the expectations are there. For us to have
a close game and have the right
mentality and come through with
the win? That's what we need."
Adongo had a look in the 54th
minute that missed Merrill, but
Rogers cleaned up the next possession with a left-side swipe of
his own for a 2-1 lead that never
vanquished for Murray High.
From that point forward, it
was Bokeno's playground.
Bokeno slithered through
Merrill in the 56th minute for
his second goal and, in the 61st
minute, punched an absolute
rocket on the next possession that
scorched through the net for a 4-I
advantage. All that was left was
left with 16 minutes to go was an
All A Region 1 Tournament title
parade for Murray High.
St. Mary never threatened in
the final 16 minutes and, despite
all of Merrill's brilliance, the Vikings' offense never arrived.
The Tigers play Lyon County in the All A Region 1/2 Tournament championship match
Saturday night to see if MHS
can punch its ticket to the All A
Boys Soccer State Tournament in
Frankfort. The sub-section match
will begin at 7 p.m. at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex.
Though the Tigers may be favored,this is a Lyon County team
MHS hasn't had a chance to pref.,
pare for just yet.
That should change
Son's film session.
"We
played
University
Heights and Caldwell County,
thinking we may play them in the
All A tournament, but we're really surprised to play Lyon County.
Three of the five potential teams
we could face, we have played,"
Son said. "We played Lyon
County last year, and we'll go
back to watch that film. I'm going to have to call some Region 2
coaches just to get a fix on them.
I feel confident that we'll be favored and I'm looking forward to
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effect as quickly as the Mayfield
game,but it was a shut out victory all the same.
"Not that we didn't want to
win 10-0, but I didn't want go
into next week without a full
game behind us," Traylor said
after the extension of the match.
We need the game fitness as
well and I wanted them to try to
get a header or score in difficult
ways; to put challenges on them.
I got a little mad because our
players were just gunning from
wherever and you can't close out
by doing that. We had two headers and a couple of crossbar shots
that should have gone."
Despite 28 shots from Murray
High, Ballard Memorial goalie
Charida Robinson picked up 14
hard-earned saves; it just wasn't
enough.
After taking just 24 seconds
to go off in the Mayfield game,
it took only 35 seconds as Grogan put home a giVe-and-go from
Parker Greer for a 1-0 Lady Tigers' advantage.
Olivia Butterworth saw a
scorching shot miss off the top
of the crossbar, a miss that could
have had it's own stat line with
five shots all caroming off the top
of the goal.
Greer took her scoring opportunity in the seventh minute,
when she punched one into the
goal from the left side off Ryann
Neisen's pass.
Kess Kelly fed Grogan for a
3-0 lead just 10 minutes into the
match before Grogan's third goal
sailed in on a fastbreak for a 4-0
MHS advantage.
Kelly complimented her assist
with an acrobatic shot on her own
after juking her defender and cre-

ating space off the dribble for a
5-0 lead, while Ballard Memorial
attempted just one shot in the first
half(outside the 20-yard mark).
Robinson collected herself
for four straight saves before
Grogan's fourth goal (eighth tally of the season in four games)
and Brittany Lawson's first goal
rolled in around the 37th minute
to close out the first half 7-0.
Needing just three goals to secure the victory, the Lady Tigers •
came out to the second half with
a changed line, missing several opportunities to put the game
in hand for good before Neisen
went down with a shin injury and
being lifted to the bench.
"She collided with the keeper
and she got it checked out, but
thankfully, it wasn't anything serious," Traylor said afterward.
Finally. Kelly's corner kick
ended a 10-minute scoring
drought that seemed like eternity
for an 8-0 lead.
Lady Tigers goalkeeper Kennedy Jones was hardly challenged once again,collecting her
first save in the 50th minute, but
she made up for it when Traylor substituted her in at forward
during the waning moments of
the contest.
After defender Ann Taylor put
the Lady Tigers up 9-0 on her first
goal of the season in the 52nd
minute, Jones ended a 16-minute lull with a chip shot from five
yards out to secure the Lady Tigers' All A Region 1 Tournament
crown in the 68th minute.
With five games on deck for
next week,the Lady Tigers won't
play their All A Region 1/2 Tournament championship match until mid-September.
For now, they'll be awaiting
Marshall County (3-1) at the
Mallary France Soccer Complex
•
at 7 pin. Monday.

•ROUNDUP
From Page 8A
overall, 0-1-0 Region 1, District 2) plays at Graves County at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday.

VOLLEYBALL
Calloway County 2,
Fulton City 0
Calloway County reached
the .500 mark at 4-4 overall
with a 25-17, 25-19 home
victory against Fulton City
on Thursday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
No statistical information
was available before press
time to be included in today's
edition of the Murray Ledger
& Times.
The Lady Lakers are idle
until Thursday, when they
play crosstown rival Murray
High at the Bob Rogers Multipurpose Gymnasium.

GOLF
Murray High
at Graves County
MAYFIELD —
With
Preston English scratched
from the lineup against
Graves County on Thursday
afternoon, the Murray High
Tigers had every reason to
lay against the older and
more experienc
gles at
the Mayfield-Gra
County
Country Club.
Led by Brogan Welsh's
4-over 39, the Tigers (191)
dropped a hard-fought battle
to the Eagles (182) by nine
strokes.
Welsh shared medalist
honors with Graves County's Dawson Fowler. Nathan
Waltmon carded a 46, Blake
Newsome added a 48 and
Jack Epperson rounded out
Murray High with a 58.
In the girls competition,
the Lady Tigers(178)outlasted the Lady Eagles (180) by
two strokes.
Sarah McDowell earned
medalist honors with an evenpar 35 to lead MHS, while

Delaney Welsh continued to improve this season with a 7-over
42. Claire Whitaker chipped in a
47, Mary Browder Howell added a 54, Melody Sheets penciled
in a 58 and Jana Forgey rounded
out with a 49.

Calloway County
at Marshall County
BENTON
—
Calloway
County struggled against Ballard Memorial and powerhouse
Marshall County on Thursday at
the Benton Country Club.
The Lakers(174)finished one
stroke behind Ballard Memorial
(173) for third place, while the
Marshals used a 156 team score
to run away with the team title.
Quinn Eaton of Marshall
County was the medalist with a
37.
Tanner Hicks led the Lakers
with a 39, Ty Gallimore pitched
in a 40,Garrison Capps penciled
in a 49, Isaiah Butler added a 46
and Daniel Bowden carded a 51.
On the girls side, the Lady
Marshals got identical 41s from
Savannah Howell, Megan Hertier and Kennadi Spraggs with
no full teams in attendance.
Claire Contri did not participate in Thursday's match for
Calloway County.II
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Wainwright loses
glove, game as Mets
defeat Cardinals
Di JOE HARMS
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — Slugger Yoenis Cespedes turned out to be a
nifty slider, too.
Cardinals pitcher Adam
Wainwright lost his glove
trying to tag out Cespedes in
a bizarre play, and the New
York Mets broke away soon
after that to beat St. Louis 10-6
Thursday night.
Alejandro De Aza homered
and drove in five runs, helping
Seth Lugo earn his first major
league win. The Mets led 3-0
in the fifth when Wainwright
(9-8) and Cespedes were involved in a strange sequence.
Cespedes tried to go from
first to third on a bloop single
by James Loney. When several Cardinals chased the ball,
Wainwright covered third base.
Cespedes slid and his cleat
pinned Wainwright's glove to
the bag — he would've been
out, but when Wainwright
pulled away his hand, the mitt
stayed stuck under Cespedes'
foot.
Because Wainwright didn't
control the ball, Cespedes was
called safe in a ruling upheld
by replay. Moments later, De
Aza hit a three-run homer to
make it 7-0.
"He said that when I pulled
out the glove, I had to show
possession," Wainwright said.
"I don't know what else I could
have done there. There was another runner on base. I've never seen it before, never heard of
it before."
De Aza's fifth home run of
the season came an inning after his two-run single. The five
RBIs set a career high.
"Every time you hit a home
run it's fun," De Aza said."Especially when you can contribute to help the team win. It's a
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great feeling."
De Aza also made a jumping catch against the center
field wall to rob Man Carpenter of an extra-base hit in the
first inning.
"He knows his role," Mets
manager Terry Collins said.
"He doesn't have to like it, but
he accepts it and he gets himself ready."
"He didn't stop working. He
didn't stop all the practice. All
he needed was a chance to get
to play with it and when he got
it he's made the most out of it,"
he said.
Lugo (1-2) pitched five
scoreless innings. The Mets
took two of three to win their
first series at Busch Stadium
since 2008.
"This was a tough series,"
Collins said. "'They've got a
good team and we came into
this series knowing we had
to pick up some ground and
we picked up a game and that
means a lot."
Brandon Moss hit two home
runs for the Cardinals and Jedd
Gyorko and Stephen Piscotty
also connected.
Lugo gave up two hits and
struck out five to earn his first
win since May 10 at Triple-A
Las Vegas. On Tuesday night,
Mets reliever Robert Gsellman
also posted his first big league
win.
Together, Lugo and Gsellman helped the Mets win a
road series from the first time
since July 22-24 in Miami.
Lugo left the game with
right calf cramp while warming up before the sixth. By
then, he'd also gotten his first
hit in the majors.
"The biggest thing for me is
keeping from getting behind in
the counts and having to throw
pitches over the middle of the
plate," Lugo said.•
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US swimmer Lochte's legal
troubles mount in Brazil
By MAURK30 SAVARESE
The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO - Brazilian police charged American
swimmer Ryan Lochte on Thursday with filing a false robbery report over an incident during the
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro.
A police statement said
Lochte would be informed in the
United States so he could decide
whether to introduce a defense
in Brazil. The indictment will
also be sent to the International Olympic Committee's ethics
commission,it said.
"The investigation was concluded on Thursday and Olympic American swimmer Ryan
Lochte was indicted for the crime
of falsely reporting a crime," the
statement said.
It said the case was turned
over to a special Brazilian court
that has jurisdiction over crimes
related to major sporting events.
The court, which was established
before Brazil hosted soccer's
2014 World Cup, is authorized
to receive cases straight from
the police when lesser charges
are involved, without a need for

prosecutors.
The swimmer's spokeswoman, Melissa Nathan, said Lochte
had no comment.
During the games, Lochte
initially said that he and fellow
swimmers Jack Conger, Gunnar
Bentz and Jimmy Feigen were
robbed at gunpoint in a taxi by
men with a police badge as they
returned to the Olympic Village
from a party Aug. 15.
Video surveillance emerged
showing the athletes getting into
a confrontation with security
guards at the gas station when
their taxi pulled over to let them
use the restroom. While there
have been conflicting versions
over whether the guards pulled
their weapons on the swimmers,
Lochte has since acknowledged
he was highly intoxicated and
that his behavior led to the confrontation.
Lochte left Brazil shortly after the incident. Three days later,
local authorities took Conger and
Bentz off an airliner heading to
the United States so they could
be questioned about the robbery
claim.They were later allowed to
leave Brazil, as was Feigen,after

he also gave testimony. Feigen,
who initially stood by Lochte's
testimony, was not charged.
Under Brazilian law, the penalty for falsely filing a crime report carries a maximum penalty
of 18 months in prison. Lochte
could be tried in absentia if he
didn't return to face the charge.
The United States and Brazil
have an extradition treaty dating
back to the 1960s, but Brazil has
a long history of not extraditing
its own citizens to other nations
and U.S. authorities could take
the same stance if Lochte is
found guilty.
That is currently the case
of the head of Brazil's football
confederation, Marco Polo del
Nero, who faces charges in the
wide-ranging scandal entangling
international soccer's ruling
body, FIFA. He has not travelled
outside Brazil for more than a
year to avoid being arrested by
U.S. authorities somewhere else.
The charges in Brazil raise
questions about the future for
Lochte, who is planning to take
time off from swimming but
wants to return to compete in the
2020 Tokyo Olympics.
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MONTHLY SPECIALS
xl $75 per month

es

1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

$10.00 Cohuxut Inch,60% Discount 2nd Rua,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Mtkin 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
I IN, All'S
$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
&.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
Submitted matter
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To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
dassifiedOtnurrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m,
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

Subscribe today
to get the latest news &

don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

pm

WNW"

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported i
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

Part time worker. Apply
in person at Christian
Childcare Center, 810
Whrtnell Street.
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS:
Positions available:
Persons needed to
prepare income tax
returns Seasonal
employment, if you
would like to work
through the cold winter
months. We will train.
Call 270;753-9204
or small
terpoweli0hrtiock.com

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.cont
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobrietwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings. Thank you

iTHE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
Lost and Found
$500 Reward Los
Dogs. Female German
Shepherd. Black blue
eyed Husky mix. Both
are
fixed
and
microchipped with blue
collars one with a tag.
Call or text Sarah at
270-978-2035. Or take
them to Murray Animal
Shelter.
060
Holp Wanted
LABORERS Needed.
Must be experienced in
mowing and lawn
maintenance.
Call 270-214-1235.
MAINTENANCE
Technician for HUD Apt
community. Exp., tools,
and reliable transportation required.Must pass
background
check.
HVAC certification a
plus. Send resumes to
Imseniorproperty62 gm
ail.com
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE
PROPERTY Manager
for
HUD
Apt
Community. Must have
strong computer skills.
HUD exp. preferred.
Good credit a must.
Send resume to Imseniorproperty gmail.co
TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10412/hr.
Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of Elam - 10am. 270978-7157.

Wont to Buy
r

Cash paid for good,
used guns

Check Money Order Visa

MJC

Name

ABBCO Service Corporation, a national
contract cleaning company is currently hiring
professionally minded FULL TIME CLEANER
(M-F) for a location in the Murray, KY area.
General cleaning experience is preferred.
This position is benefits eligible, including
medical, dental, 401(k). vacation, etc.
Must pass all required background checks.
Please call 800-246-3221, extension 511 and
leave name and number.
ABBCO is an equal opportunity employer.

BUYING, BUYING, BUY/NG
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

Nice 28R mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
320
Ambient. For Rent

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required
270-7534109.

111.1. 11‘11.:

State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

LEDGER&TIMES

Send Resume to:
P.O. Box 1040 S
Murray, KY 42071

Thank you tot our busiries'

Matthew Imes,
Pre-Arranamnent
Specialist & Funeral D,ector

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

38R 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included $900. 270293-5423

r1:4114
f

rn

Backed by our family's 130+ year of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

Apartments,
Duplexes
Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
Unlverstty Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for IBA Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing

6„opportunity.
EOE

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

II I

s-

10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

a

Oa, nits A Siz
(10/1.1(,)(..j/fir.0•):
4/7 Surveillance•
c••/.
812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1 1 9 E MAIN ST
(270)753-6266

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

HOURS
MON-FRI
6004 00
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

Call 270-753-9999
Visit us online at
www.S8Gproperty.com
or

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
eSecunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
.We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
410
Public Sale

Pots & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere com

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121South --Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00

10X20..$45.00

10X30..$60.00

10X 10..$30.00

10X24..$50.00

10X15..$35.00

10X 12..$22.50

Deposit Required

Large 6 bedroom & 6.5 bath brick home.
Private on 10 fenced acres. Large
activity rooms, home theater, gym,&
more. 2 Large shop buildings. 5 acre pond.

$325,000
Additional 87 acres of land at $3500.00/acre.

$100
MONTH
Murray. Ledger lk lime, Fair
Mousing Ad Notice

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
•MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th
Light, Ekanoty, and 24/- Surveillance
•Garisad Lida! B•st &

- Hwy.NE

Climate Control

ITT(IMAM)WIFAN.Of YOUR STORAGI111DS'
1900 A N. 12th St. P.O. Box 65 Murray, FY 41071
Ottke 270 753 2905 fax 270 753 9505
• an landrentals • qmail.com
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ASK

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!

(270)436-2858

•Marray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12tit St.
4BR, 2BA,
1626 West Olive St.
On Campus, brand
new appliances, windows and siding,
Rent $800/month plus
deposit/references
and 1yr lease. 270227-3071 or 270-4365085

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
r of 121 S SOles

about Special Rates & Blind Boxes
Let Nick' Help you

A position for a full time bookkeeper
Knowledge of Quick Books
would be helpful.
Must be able to work with people.

(270) 753-1916

1111Rn

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

PRE-PLANNING

Address
City

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-7530259

A

060
Help Wanted

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

BUSH hogging service.
Free estimates, Call or
text 270-293-3605.

2BR 1BA Duplex,
H&H Guns
I CHVAC, all appliances, Large Deck in
inside
back, quiet safe
Bensons Sporting
neighborhood.
Goods
$550/mo, 1 month
519 S. 12th, St.
secunty, NO pets.
Murray
(270)519-4831.
270-753-1342
No Smoking.
I.
GREAT Neighborhood
150
3Br 2Ba $785 rent
Articles
$785 deposit.
For Sale
1800 Valley Drive Apt.
B.
8'X6' wooden and stee
270-753-8242 Call or
tilting trailer with
Text.
loading ramps,
licensed, new lights,
CALLOWAY GARDENS
comes with trailer ball
ESSEX DOWNS
and tongue, spare
APARTMENTS
tires. All sides of the
trailer are removable.
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
$600 OBO. Call Ken
270-227-0062.
270-753-8558
1505 Dulguld Dr.
DELTA Scroll Saw
TOO 1-800-545-1833 ex1283
Model 40-540 variable
speed $150.00,
RED MAX 18- Chain
oPPIT=iigr.v'ed'r
Saw $80.00 270-761Great Subdivision 4Br
0398
38a $1060 rent $1060
Kirby vaccuum cleanDeposit. 1802 Valley
ers . Bags and belts.
Drive Apt. A. 270-7538242. Call or Text.
Large 1BR Apt. Close
to campus. NO pets.
$310 plus deposit
KENMORE refrigera
270-556-7928
tor,
Stove
and
Dishwasher. Excellent
NOW LEASING
condition.
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
270-226-3060
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
160
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
Nam Furnishings
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
PILLOW Top Mattress
Wednesday, Friday.
sets. New in Plastic.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Queen $195.00
Equal Housing
Full $185.00
Opportunity
King $385.00
TDD $711
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!
Hums For Rent

General Cleaner - Murray. KY

WM AND ocriciAt.
10 RICO AND WILL
VISAS u S A. INC
FDIC PURSUANT
THORAIONLS VISA
JOUST 25 2016 ON AW,ILAEULTTY
ER WSC, COOPER
rENTURER
iRflt DISCOVERER
21.1At IFYING TRES

3ter Rd.

PUBLIC SALE
Satuday August 27th
at 8:00 A.M.
Neon Beach
812 Whitnell Ave
Selling Units, B39, and
CC45.

Call
Murray Ledger & Times to place your ad '

270-753-1916

All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing .Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. lirrIltAtiO0 or chscrinlina•
tam based on race color, renown. vex. handicap.!maul status or national ongitt of mien
tins Si make any such preferences. limitations or discrimination
State Laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advemsmg
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those proehted
under federal law
We will kno,ingly aoorpi ins'
advertising for real eclair which
nol in violation of the law. All
prisons are herebv informed
that all dwellings advertred are
available on an Nual pprniu.
niN basis
For further aNsolance with Fair
Housing Adverhang requirements, contact NAA Counsel
1703)648-10)0.
Rene P

*MOM .0••••1
111,1111.11.141 /

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916

2095 Honda Odyssey
EXL, 140K miles, AC
ice cold, Leather Quad
Sunroof,
Seating,
Clean looks/ drives
Great !
$6,250
270-238-5630

Happy Grandparent's Day!
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

September 11th is
Grandparent's Day!
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

753-9562
www.hiijclectnc.com

(270)

MOOPErti
COSICAMIIP

293-4020

•Garages
•Dirl Work
•Lic & Ins

Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill

436-5141 A-AFFORDweekly & specaal pickups
ly owned/operated

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784
AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your borne or commoncial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed 8z Insured

WWW.HCMUKLAY.COM

-Driveways
Patios
-Stamping

Hill Appliance
Repair
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Jeff Moore
951-289-92.113

CONSISTSNCY
Al.
ONLY $100.00
PER MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIES
ADVENTISING
FOR OBTAILS
(RIO) 753-111111.

Ask about our
Display ad

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

spelkds
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

Water Derrtsped Roots
Braces & Roar Joists
Retrxsiy & Pturriaing
Wit Do Insurance Won<
v6a & rhastertard Accepted

712 3rd St.• Hazel
SATURDAY (8/27)•7 AM-?
Fall, Halloween & Christmas items,toys, dishes,camping
chairs,chicken cookie jars, all kinds of stuff at great prices!

407 Bethel Rd.

AS Your Septic mods
Installation
4*spar
bin. keret
White Sods.
Sand& *ad%

(270)293-8686

FRI.(8/26)& SAT.(8/27)•7 AM-1 PM
LIFE TABERNACLE CHURCH YARD SALE! Several families, clothes all sizes, baby stuff, home decor & shoes, must see!

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

507 Beale St.(Across from City Cemetery)

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

Ten
Jun Mey
sibilities
crating o
materials
replaces 1
company.
Radiolo
shown tel
County H
cc membe
mammo
to women
plate turns
lution elec
are board
Sharon F
Steve Owe

SAT.(8/27)•7 AM-12 PM - NO EARLY SALES!
*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
•Pressure Washing

3 PARTY YARD SALE! Girls size 6 clothes, Christmas items,
surround sound system,decorative items, toys, mens & womens
clothes, and LOTS more. A little bit of everything.
Cacelled in case of rain.

•Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420

Looking for
something in
particular?

Send payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray KY 42071

Try running a

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!

Single Space - S12
(up to 40 words.

no picture)

Double Space - $15
(up to 25 words &
picture IN COLOR)

ME CENTER

Disease
Doctor
Health

Immunization
Inoculation
Medicine

EMMA
MOSCOW
OTTAWA
LOUT
LAST
SH I NER
ANTE/541ER
INN
REIMBA
RANDY
SP I EL
ONE
SAL
PETTY
ONSET
AM I
FOS
E
PLOWI NTO
HERALD
LEAR
EVENED
ISIS
RADARS
OSLO

Needle
Precaution
Results
Office
Preventative
Shots
Positive Recommendation Tests
Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The obiect is to piece the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the C,onceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.
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Back
Its years ago
Jim Meyer began his new responsibilities as president and chief operating officer of Pella's advanced
materials division in Murray. Meyer
replaces John Mitchell, who left the
company.
Radiologist Dr. Bill Wilson is
shown telling the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of Trustee members about the new digital
mammography machine available
to women patiences. The digital
plate turns images into high-resolution electronic files. Also pictured
are board members Sandra Parks,
Sharon Furches, Dave Garnson,
Steve Owens and Mayor Tom Rushing.
Serving as hostesses for the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were Laura Dziekonski, Margaret Yuill, Pat Harrington, Dianne
Curtis, Cathy Mathis and Carol
Bothwell.
Corrine Foster, a local artist, was
the special speaker for New Beginnings of the Westside Jail/Prison
Ministry. Foster showed one of her
favorite drawings which was done
from viewing a photograph of a favorite childhood home-place scene,
Murray High School's senior running back Jon Jon Wilson is pictured breaking free from the Dyer
County defense on a run during last
week's Pella Bowl.
Twenty years ago
The Murray High School Class
of 1956 held its 40-year reunion at
Kenlake Hotel on July 6. A pre-reunion gathering was hosted by Lynn
and Dick Stout on July 5. Awards
were presented to Max Farris, most
changed; Ed Carroll, least changed;
Ron and Connie Talent, youngest child; Don and Betty McCord,
winner and A.B. and Sally Crass,
runner-up, most grandchildren;
Dick Stout and Larry Wilson tied
for lost most hair; James Campbell
and Tommy Wells tied for longest
distance traveled; Max Farris and
James Campbell, waited the longest to return and Tommy Rushing,
special award as class president for
leadership and service.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wilson Carraway
will be married for 60 years on Aug.

29.
Thirty years ago
Girl Scout Junior Troop 592 of
Murray Middle School closed the
year with a trip to Opryland USA.,
Nashville, Tennessee. Pictured
are Shirley Martin, leader, Dana
Hohman, Came Germann, Colette
Jones, Christy Bell, Janie Martin
and Marilyn Gemiann,leader.
By a vote of 200 to 64, the membership of the Murray Country Club
voted to convert its golf course
greens from bermuda to bentgrass.
More than 70 members of the club
were present for the special called
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams are pictured taking delivery of the first
new car sold at Purdom Motors,
Kentucky 121 Bypass. They are the
parents of Bill Adams Jr., the general contractor of the new location.
Pictured with the Adams' are Betty
Jo Purdom, and Jim Sinter, sales
manager.
Forty years ago
Catherine Simmons of Murray
won the championship in 15 and under singles at the Southeast Missouri Invitational Tennis Tournament at
Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Chapman, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Duncan and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lindy
Paschall.
Fifty years ago
Don Hull was the winner and Martha Kemp was numerup in the 4-H
Club Licensed Driver Contest held
at Kentucky State Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and children, Billy and Janet, attended the
Kentucky State Fair in Louisville.
Sixty years ago
Pvt. L.D. Cook Jr. and Pvt. Tommy Carroll are serving with the U.S.
Army at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas.
Jim Cullivan, head football coach
at Murray State College, spoke at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Mrs. James Mitchell presented the
lesson at a meeting of Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held at the Murray City Park.

Donation of kidney ends with
loss of a friendship
DEAR ABBY: My friend "Virginia" and I have known each other for 11 years. Five years ago she
went into renal failure and was on
dialysis for three years. It was hard
on her and she needed a kidney
transplant. Her three healthy siblings refused
to be tested
as a possible
match.
Virginia is
on the young
side, and she
was in such
a bad way I
agreed to be
tested.
AfDear Abby
ter
several
by
procedures
it was deAbigail
termined
I
Van Buren
was a "close
enough"
match, so we decided to go for it.
She was scared to death right before the surgery. I convinced her
that even though things might be
rough for a while, she would be
glad she went through with it.
It has been 18 months now,and I
have not seen or heard from Virginia since the day after the surgery. I
called her a few times to make sure
she was doing well. She never returned my calls and has completely
dropped out of my life. She lives
only four blocks away, so I know
things are going OK for her. I figured I'd give her some space, but
that space has turned into forever.
I haven't heard from her family
either. They visited Virginia at the
hospital, but didn't stop in to see
me just three rooms away.
How could I have been so wrong
about someone I knew for so long?
My husband says Virginia is an idiot and I should let it go. My therapist says I'll have to "adjust to the
injustice." I would have donated to
a complete stranger without hesitation. But Virginia wasn't a stranger. I never expected to lose my
friend along with my kidney. Can
you please help me handle this? -BLINDSIDED IN NEW YORK

Today In Illstory
the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.
In 1883, the island volcano
Krakatoa began cataclysmic eruptions,leading to a massive explosion
the following day.
In 1920, the 19th Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution, guaranteeing
American women's right to vote,
was certified in effect by Secretary
of State Bainbridge Colby.
In 1939, the fizst televised major
league hasPball games were shown
on experimental station W2XBS: a
double-header between the Cincinnati Reds and the Brooklyn Dodgers

at Ebbets Field.(The Reds won the
first game,5-2, the Dodgers the second,6-1.)
In 1958, Alaskans went to the
polls to overwhelmingly vote in favor of statehood.
In 1972, the summer Olympics
games opened in Munich, West Germany.
In 1978, Cardinal Albino Luciani
of Venice was elected pop4 following the death of Paul VI; the new
pontiff took the name Pope John
Paul I. (However, he died just over
a month later.)
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ic rate changes over time. For example, our brain sends signals that
lower our metabolic rate when we
lose weight. Why would that be?
It's because our anceston tens of
thousands of years ago were often
hungry, often going days without
food. The brain could slow the potentially dangerous loss of weight
by telling the body to burn fewer
calories.
OUT genes today are not very
different from those of our ancestors long ago. But in the developed
nations, we're almost all well-fed.
More of us are overweight than
underweight. The genes that protected our ancestors actually cause
problems for us.
The recent study followed contestants in the "Biggest Loser"
competition six years after the
competition ended. "Their average
weight before the competition was
328 pounds. After the 30-week
competition,it was 200 pounds. As
expected, their metabolic rate had
dropped as they lost weight.
The surprise: Six years later, their average weight was 290
pounds -- but their metabolic rate
had not gone back up as they regained those 90 pounds. As a result, they still were not burning
many calories, making it harder not
to regain weight.
The study offers one explanation
for why weight loss during dieting
usually cannot be maintained. As
research improves our understanding of what controls the metabolic rate, we may develop tools for
helping achieve and maintain a
healthy weight.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com,or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck
St., Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

TRACKING AND TEX77NG
Dear Heloise: I wanted to add to a reader's hint in
your column, which I read every day in the Orange
County (Calif.) Register. Anna S. suggested TAKING
PICTURES of the odometer to keep track of her mileage.
I go one step further by texting the picture to my
email address. Not only can I
view it on my home computer,
. but I also have a backup copy in
case my phone is lost or damaged.
I also do this for medical
forms that I sign at the doctor's
office, and have used it to dispute the purported gas-tank level on a rental car! -- Jolynne G.,
Anaheim, Calif.
MEDS AND TRAVEL
by
Dear Readers: This hint
Heloise
came in from a concerned consulate worker in Houston, and I
thought it was a good follow-up
to our column related to traveling with medicine:
"May I also suggest that those who intend to travel
internationally contact the local consulate associated
with the country they intend to visit to ensure that there
are no restrictions on their medications.
"Please don't rely on the iruernet or a travel agent
to know all of the laws of the place to which you are
traveling. It would be a shame to go through airport
customs only to have your medicine confiscated -- or
worse." -- Emily G.
Heloise
NAIL-POLISH STAIN
Dear Heloise: Help! I'm so clumsy! I spilled nail
polish on my favorite cotton blouse.
What's the best way to remove the stain without

ruining the blouse, or am I outta luck? -- Carrie G.,
Desperate in Seattle
All isn't lost. For washablefabric like cotton, try using an acetone-based nail-polish remover that doesn't
have any additives such as aloe,fragrances, etc. Test a
hidden area of the blouse by dabbing a little remover.
If the color doesn't bleed, proceed. Place the stain on
a stack of paper towels. Then pour about 112 capful
of remover Oft and dab with clean paper towels. Continue the process until the stain is gone, then wash as
usual. Dealing with stains is just a part of life! My
pamphlet on stains can be a great "go-to" source. To
get a copy of Heloise's Handy Stain Guide/or Clothing pamphlet, visit www_Heloise.com to order online.
Or send $5 and a stamped (68 cents), self-addressed,
business-size envelope to: Heloise/Stains, P.O. Box
795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. On a side note,
be sure your nails aren't polished when using this hint,
because this may create a much bigger problem when
cleaning the blouse! -- Heloise
REFLECTOR DISCS
Dear Readers: If you're a hiker, be sure to include
old compact discsfor each member ofyour hiking party when packing your own hiking gear. Before the hike,
give each member one to carry with his or her gear.
In an emergency, they can be used as a reflector
should you get lost, separated, or someone is injured.
Heloise
ALUMINUM FOIL
Dear Readers: Camping and.need a scrubber for
your pots? Try crumpling some aluminum foil and using it as a scrubber. Word ofcaution: Don't usefoil on
your good pots! -- Heloise
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Aug. 27, 2016:
This year you will be more expressive than you
have been in the past. Others seem to flock toward
you as a result. If you are single, this sensitive side
of your personality gets you far. You might want
to date several different types of people. You will
learn a lot about yourself in the process. If you are
attached, you need to make your alliance to your
significant other abundantly clear. Your sweetie
will appreciate having clear boundaries, and the
trust and caring between you will grow as a result.
CANCER loves to hang out with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficutt
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DEAR ABBY: Why is it that
when women visit, they'll take their
handbag and put it on the kitchen
counter, the kitchen table or on the
dining room table? Their handbags
have been on as many floors as my
shoes. Don't they think about what
they're doing?
Please let your readers know
this is not a good idea. If someone needs to put a handbag down,
it should be placed on the floor,
where it most likely was previously. -- GROSSED OUT IN THE
EAST
DEAR GROSSED OUT:I think
the answer to your question is that
the majority of women who carry
purses DON'T think about this,just
absentmindedly place them on the
floor, a table,counter or chair.
However, for individuals who
are concerned about the transfer of
germs,there is a solution. There are
portable hooks they can carry with
them that rest on a table or desk so
the purse can be suspended if it has
a handle.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I heard
about a recent study that explained
why the "Biggest Losers" had trouble keeping the weight off. Can
you explain?
DEAR READER: You're likely
referring to a
study done at
the National Institutes
of
Health
(NIH).
As
many readers
will recall,
NBC television put on a
competition
Dr. Komaroff reality show
for
several
by
years,
beDr. Anthony
ginning
in
late
2004.
Komaroff
Extremely
overweight
people competed to see who could
lose the most weight, through diet
and exercise, over 30 weeks.
In summary, the competitors did
a remarkable job of losing weight.
But then they slowly gained most
of it back. Sound familiar? The
study suggests that one reason they
had trouble keeping the weight off
involves their resting metabolic
rate.
What is resting metabolic rate,
and how does it relate to body
weight? Our weight is greatly affected by the balance between the
calories we consume in food and
the calories our body bums. Most
people know that. What is not as
well known is that the efficiency
with which our body burns calories can be quite different, varying
from one person to the next.
You probably know people who
seem to eat like a horse but are not
overweight, and others who don't
eat much and do exercise, yet are
overweight. The difference is that
the first group burns calories more
readily. Their resting metabolic
rate is higher.
What is even less well known
is that a person's resting metabol-
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Today is Friday, Aug. 26, the
239th day of 2016. There are 127
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug.26, 1968,the Democratic
National Convention opened in Chicago; the four-day event was marked
by a bloody police crackdown on anti-war protesters in the streets and a
tumultuous nominating process that
resulted itt the choice of Ruben,11.
Humphrey for president.
On this date:
In 1789, France's National Assembly adopted its Declaration of

A

DEAR BL1NDSIDED: I can
why you are hurt by the abrupt
change in your friend's behavior,
and believe inc. I elDpisthi7e
knee-jerk reaction of someone who
hasn't been through this would be
to say what unfeeling and ungrateful people Virginia and her family
are, because you literally saved her
life.
However, it may help you to better understand what has happened
if you consider that while you
saved Virginia's life, sometimes
the burden of gratitude is more than
someone can bear. For whatever
reason, she may carry some guilt
about owing you as much as she
does, which is why she can no longer interact with you.
As to her family,that none of her
siblings were willing to be tested
as possible matches for her speaks
volumes about them and the quality
of their relationships, so stop feeling slighted. Listen to your therapist because she/he has given you
some practical advice.
see

Metabolic rate makes keeping
weight off harder for some
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ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Stay on top of a personal matter. Your
intuitive ability will help you process a problem.
Express your sensitivity when dealing with
someone in your day-to-day routine. You have a
way of letting others know where you are coming
from.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Express your feelings, and be more
responsive to others. Emphasize what is important.
Make plans with a friend that will allow greater
flexibility, and you are likely to create a memorable
adventure.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You suddenly might become aware of
the costs of your weekend plans. You could be
planning to host an extended afternoon barbecue
or some other type of event. Whatever goes on,
you'll create goodwill wherever you go.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might be more in sync with someone
than you realize. Share some of this person's
thoughts with your friends. Your translation seems
to have meaning to others. Detach and imagine
what it might be like to walk in someone else's
shoes.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Be willing to lie low and let others take the
lead. Note that it won't be as easy for them to bring
people together as it is for you. Practice makes
perfect. Seize the moment to spend special time

with a loved one or a dear friend.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Make a point of bringing loved ones
together. What occurs could be a spontaneous and
memorable party. A partner's imagination feeds
the moment, the activity and the conversation.
Be optimistic and share your positive attitude with
others.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your intuition will help you understand what
is ailing someone who is close to you. Opportunities
come forward because of your awareness. You
might opt to spend special time with one person
instead. The choice is yours.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Reach out to a loved one at a distance
You have not had time to visit with this person, or
even chat on the phone, as much as you would
like. Make plans to get together soon. Make special
time for a child who means the world to you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
**** You seem to have little choice but to relate
to a key loved one. This person knows how to get
your attention. A conversation could trigger your
imagination and might lead to a spontaneous gettogether! Invite friends over.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Understand what others want from you.
You might enjoy how a loved one tries to organize
a get-together in an attempt to imitate you. Rather
than offer suggestions, just enjoy the moment
News from a distance could be music to your ears
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
*** Stay in touch with friends You might want
to check out the price of a special item you have
been thinking about buying. A loved one could be
excessive in his or her willingness to spend money.
Understand that you can control only yourself.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Romance is close to the surface, whether
you're with your sweetie or a new friend. You nearly
twinkle in delight as you experience these feelings,
especially if you are in a long-term bond. Let go of
a need to be so disciplined Make the most of the
moment.
BORN TODAY
Actor Aaron Paul (1979)
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Any NASCAR future for rosin?
Or is it resin?

THIS WEEK
SPICED FREAKS
A couple questions
we had to ask - ourselves
Is Harvidt back near top of your
championship odds board?
GOOSPEAK: Not showing the
dominance of 2014-15, so
he's off the list for now. Ask
me in three weeks.
KEN'S CALL: He never left.
He hadn't won in a month of
Sundays, but it's not like he's
been running way back there
with Jimmie Johnson.

Trends come and go, but the use of
rosin on Bristol's concrete track last
week (to improve grip in the bottom
groove) was highly interesting. Rosin
might not be as versatile as vinegar, but
it's close. The stuff is also used by string
musicians, bull riders, ballerinas and a
wide variety of others who need grip.
Resin, by the way, is the liquid parent
of rosin. Resin comes from trees and
becomes rosin after heating and vaporizing. That's it for science class.

3THINGS WE LEARNED
FROM BRISTOL

Kyle vs. Kez - possibilities?
From my angle, Kyle Busch is eternally
petulant, and in racin', that's not necessarily a bad thing. Brad Keselowski is
headstrong and prone to overthinking
things. Last Friday at Bristol, these two
longtime non-friends had an incident in
the Xfinity race, leading Kyle to simply
say of Kez,"He's a dirty racer." Them's
fightin' words, assuming anyone fights
anymore.

Biggest Bristol surprise: Stenhouse 2nd or Buescher 5th?
GODSPEAK: Chris Buescher is
having a Cinderella season.
Considering his 26.9 average finish in 2016, this is
amazing.
KEN'S CALL: Ricky Stenhouse
Jr. second. I'd practically forgotten about him entirely.
Any similar surprises at Michigan this week?
GODSPEAK: The prime-time
drivers will be stacking the
lead pack again at Michigan.
KEN'S CALL: Nope. No Stenhouse or Buescher in top 10
this week.

ONLINE EXTRAS
news-journalordine.
cominascar
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So forget about it?
Not entirely, because as the playoffs
approach and eventually ensue, these
two may do what modern-day racers do:
"Get in each other's way" on the track
when the chips are down. This is highly
entertaining, of course (recall Logan vs.
Kenseth last year), but all the yapping
and dented sheet metal always makes
you miss the days when racers would
take care of these things in caveman
fashion.

Bristol winner Kevin Harvick gets out of his No.4 Chevy to celebrate the win with his car owner Tony Stewart
In the No. 14 Chevy at the Bristol finish line. CHEVROLET/HAROLD HINSON

1. Chevy can win

2. Rosin roll

3. No more Gordon?

Since 2008, Chevrolet has
only four wins at Bristol,
and one of those drivers,
Jeff Burton, was up in the TV
booth calling the race last
week. Kevin Harvick's win
was the first for Stewart-Haas
Racing at the half-mile oval.
Chevy's last win at Bristol was
2013 with Kasey Kahne.

In order to give the bottom
racing groove at Bristol more
grip, the track applied rosin
in the turns. It worked pretty
well, until Kurt Busch missed
the rosin stripe on Lap 373
and ignited an 11-car pileup
on the backstretch. Busch
said he missed the groove "by
inches."

Jeff Gordon finished 11th
subbing for ailing Dale
Earnhardt Jr. in the No. 88
Chevy. Gordon won't drive for
Junior next week at Michigan
because of schedule conflict.
Alex Bowman will wheel the
car in the Irish Hills. We may
have seen the last of Gordon
as a stock-car driver.

Ken Willis has been
covering NASCAR for
The Daytona Beach
News-Journal for 27
years. Reach him at ken.
willis®news-jrnl.com

FEUD OF THE WEAK

- Godwin Kelly, godwin.kelly@news-jrnl.com
C:1 gonascartlaytona
Questions? Contact Godwin
Kelly at godwin.kelly®newsjrnl.com or Ken Willis at ken.
willis®news-jrnl.com

3THINGS
TO WATCH

Busch

KYLE BUSCH VS. JUSTIN ALLGAIEIt Busch's
No. 18 Toyota was sideways on the track,
and Allgaier slammed into his disabled
car while everyone else was able to
clear him in traffic.
GODWIN KELLY'S TAKE: Busch was not
happy. He called Allgaier a moron."I've
been wrecking for half a lap and they
just come on through and clean us out.
That's stupid," Busch growled.

1. Done deal
SPRINT CUP POINTS
1. Kevin Harvick
2. Brad Keselowski
3. Kurt Busch
4. Carl Edwards
5. Joey Logano
6. Kyle Busch
7. Denny Hamlin
8. Martin Truex Jr.
9. Jimmie Johnson
10. Matt Kenseth
11. Austin Dillon
12. Chase Elliott
13. Jamie McMurray
14. Ryan Newman
15. Trevor Bayne
16. Kyle Larson
16. Kasey Kahne
18. AJ Allmendinger
19. Ricky Stenhouse Jr.
20. Ryan Blaney
21. Dale Earnhardt Jr.
22. Greg Biffle
23. Danica Patrick
24. Paul Menard
25. Clint Bowyer
26. Aric Almirola
27. Tony Stewart
28. Casey Mears
29. Landon Cassill
30. Chris Buescher

762
735
692
689
684
674
659
630
612
604
596
588
583
576
541
537
537
518
514
508
461
441
432
431
407
406
400
375
355
328

After being declared the
winner of rain-plagued Pocono
II a few weeks ago, we all
knew it would be just a matter
of time before Chris Buescher
would go into the "Chase
eligible" column. Buescher finished fifth Sunday afternoon
to move up into the top 30 in
points. Coincidentally, precipitation again was a factor since
the Bristol race was rained
out Saturday and staged on
Sunday. Does Buescher have a
rain dance?

2. Chase countdown
With Buescher currently in,
that leaves only four openings
for the Chase field. The drivers trying to get in on points
look rock solid right now,
including Austin Dillon, Chase

Chris Buescher is ridkig the rain wave into the Chase playoffs. GET-r'
IMAGES/BRIAN LAWDERMILK
Elliott, Jamie McMurray and
bubble boy Ryan Newman,
who is 35 points up on Trevor
Bayne. Behind Bayne are Kyle
Larson, Kasey Kahne and AJ
Allmendinger. Look for Larson
and Kahne to make a hard run
at a Cup victory in the next
three weeks.

3. Johnson blues
Jimmie Johnson scored two
early-season wins and went
into summer hibernation. In

his past 10 starts,"Six Time"
has a pair of top-10 finishes,
including seventh at Bristol
Sunday. In that 10-race span,
he has four DNFs, all raceending crashes. There is still
time left in the season, but
it doesn't look like Johnson
in particular or Hendrick
Motorsports in general will
get its racing genie back in the
bottle.

SPRINT CUP: Pure Michigan 400
SITE: Michigan International Speedway
(2-mile oval)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice(NBC
Sports Network, noon), qualifying
(NBCSN,5:15 p.m.). Saturday, practice (CNBC, 11:30 a.m.). Sunday, race
(NBCSN,coverage begins at 1 p.m.,
green flag at 2:15 p.m.)
XFINITY: Road America 180
SITE: Road America (4.08-mile road
course)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, qualifying (NBCSN,
6:30 p.m.). Saturday, race (NBCSN,3
p.m.)

- Godwin Kelly, godwin.
kelly@news-jrnl.corn

DARK HORSE AJ
Allmendinger
DON'T BE SURPRISED IF:
Ford continues its tradition at Michigan,this
time with "Kez" scoring
the victory.

Godwin Kelly is the Daytona
Beach News-Journal's
motorsports editor and
has covered NASCAR for 30
years. Reach him at godwin.
kellynews-jrnl.corn

CAMPING WORLD TRUCKS: Careers for
Veterans 200
SITE Michigan International Speedway
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice (Fox
Sports 2, 1:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.). Saturday,
qualifying (Fox Sports 1, 9:30 a.m.), race
(Fox Sports 1, 1 p.m.)
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WHAT'S ON TAP?

GODWIN'S PICKS FOR MICHIGAN
W1NNEIt Brad Keselowski
REST OF TOP 5: Kyle
Busch, Joey Logano,
Jimmie Johnson, Denny
HamliA
FIRST ONE OUT: Clint
Bowyer
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It's at least $104 cheaper to earn

your
GED through Calloway County
Adult Education than on your own time!

Come on In and let us help you
earn your GED!
WE ARE AT 92 CHESTNUT STREET IN MURRAY.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525.
We'd love to help you!
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